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A functorial LMO invariant for Lagrangian cobordisms

DORIN CHEPTEA

KAZUO HABIRO

GWÉNAËL MASSUYEAU

Lagrangian cobordisms are three-dimensional compact oriented cobordisms between
once-punctured surfaces, subject to some homological conditions. We extend the
Le–Murakami–Ohtsuki invariant of homology three-spheres to a functor from the
category of Lagrangian cobordisms to a certain category of Jacobi diagrams. We
prove some properties of this functorial LMO invariant, including its universality
among rational finite-type invariants of Lagrangian cobordisms. Finally, we apply
the LMO functor to the study of homology cylinders from the point of view of their
finite-type invariants.

57M27; 57M25

1 Introduction

The Kontsevich integral is an invariant of links in S3 , the standard 3–sphere. In their
papers [23; 24], Le and Murakami extended this invariant to a functor from the category
of tangles in the standard cube Œ�1; 1�3 to the category of Jacobi diagrams based on
1–manifolds. One of the main features of the Kontsevich integral is its universality
among rational-valued finite-type invariants of tangles (in the Goussarov–Vassiliev
sense).

Le, Murakami and Ohtsuki constructed in [26] an invariant of closed oriented 3–
manifolds, which is called the Le–Murakami–Ohtsuki invariant. The LMO invariant is
defined from the Kontsevich integral via surgery presentations of 3–manifolds in S3 .
For rational homology 3–spheres, the LMO invariant is universal among rational-valued
finite-type invariants (in the Ohtsuki sense). Later, Murakami and Ohtsuki extended in
[34] the LMO invariant to an invariant of 3–manifolds with boundary, which satisfies
modified axioms of TQFT. More recently, Le and the first author constructed from the
LMO invariant a functor from a certain category of 3–dimensional cobordisms to a
certain category of modules [6]. Let us recall that each of those two constructions [34;
6] starts with the following two steps:
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(i) Extend the Kontsevich integral to framed trivalent graphs in S3 ;

(ii) Unify the extended Kontsevich integral and the LMO invariant into a single in-
variant Z.M;G/ of couples .M;G/, where M is a closed oriented 3–manifold
and G �M is an embedded framed trivalent graph.

Then, a compact oriented 3–manifold with boundary is obtained from each couple
.M;G/ by cutting a regular neighborhood N.G/ of G in M . If the connected com-
ponents of G were split into two parts, say the “top” part GC and the “bottom” part
G� , then M nN.G/ can be regarded as a cobordism between closed surfaces, namely
from @N.GC/ to �@N.G�/. Finally, the LMO invariant of the cobordism M nN.G/
is defined in [34; 6] to be the Kontsevich–LMO invariant Z.M;G/ of the couple
.M;G/.

In this paper, we propose an alternative solution to the problem of extending the
LMO invariant to 3–manifolds with boundary. In contrast with the previous two
constructions [34; 6], we prefer to work with cobordisms between once-punctured
surfaces. This technical choice has two advantages: On the one hand, it avoids extending
the Kontsevich integral to trivalent graphs in S3 ; on the other hand, it allows us to
work with monoidal categories, and to construct tensor-preserving functors.

Moreover, we normalize the Kontsevich–LMO invariant Z to obtain an invariant zZ
of 3–manifolds with boundary, such that the gluing formula satisfied by zZ can be
described by a simple combinatorial formula.

Thus, our main result is the extension of the LMO invariant to a functor zZ , which
is defined on a certain category of cobordisms between once-punctured surfaces, and
takes values in a certain category of Jacobi diagrams with a facile composition law. In
order to present this LMO functor in more details, we need to specify first the kind of
cobordisms to which it applies:

1.1 Lagrangian cobordisms

Let Cob denote the category of cobordisms between once-punctured surfaces, as
introduced by Crane and Yetter [7] and independently by Kerler [19]. The objects
of Cob are nonnegative integers g , to each of which is assigned a compact oriented
connected surface Fg of genus g with one boundary component. The morphisms from
gC to g� are the homeomorphism classes (relative to boundary parameterizations) of
cobordisms between the surfaces FgC and Fg� . Observe that such cobordisms can be
glued “side-by-side”, which gives Cob a monoidal structure.

The subcategory LCob of Cob will consist of “Lagrangian cobordisms.” Let us give a
rough description of this notion. Let FC and F� be two compact connected oriented
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surfaces with one boundary component. Let AC and A� be Lagrangian subgroups of
H1.FCIZ/ and H1.F�IZ/, respectively. A Lagrangian cobordism between .FC;AC/
and .F�;A�/ is a cobordism M between FC and F� which satisfies

(1) H1.M IZ/Dm�;�.A�/CmC;�.H1.FCIZ//,

(2) mC;�.AC/�m�;�.A�/ in H1.M IZ/.

Here m˙W F˙ ,!M is the inclusion, and m˙;� is the induced map on H1.�IZ/.
Using the Mayer–Vietoris theorem, one easily checks that the composition of two
Lagrangian cobordisms is again Lagrangian. Thus there is a category LCob whose
objects are pairs .F;A/ of a punctured surface and a Lagrangian subgroup A �

H1.F IZ/, and whose morphisms are homeomorphism classes (relative to boundary
parameterizations) of Lagrangian cobordisms.

The subcategory LCob of Cob , which will be defined later with more care, is essentially
a skeleton of LCob. We choose a Lagrangian subgroup Ag for the standard surface
Fg . The objects in LCob are then nonnegative integers g and the morphisms from
gC to g� in LCob are morphisms from .FgC ;AgC/ to .Fg� ;Ag�/ in LCob. The
category LCob contains as a subcategory a “punctured version” of the category used
by Le and the first author in [6]. Actually, LCob can be identified with the category of
“bottom tangles in homology handlebodies” as defined by the second author in [17].

Lagrangian cobordisms may be considered as a natural generalization of integral
homology cubes, since the latter are the morphisms from 0 to 0 in the category LCob .
Another reason to be interested in the class of Lagrangian cobordisms is that it contains
homology cylinders, which have been introduced by Goussarov and the second author in
[11; 16] and play an important role in the study of finite-type invariants. In particular, let
us observe that the Torelli group of the surface Fg embeds into the monoid LCob.g;g/

via the mapping cylinder construction.

To define the LMO functor on Lagrangian cobordisms, it is convenient to enhance
the category LCob to a category LCobq of Lagrangian q–cobordisms. The sets of
morphisms of LCobq are the same as in LCob , but the objects are now parenthesized
words w in a single letter �. Thus, there is a natural functor LCobq! LCob which
simply forgets the parenthesization (eg ..��/�/ 7! 3) and, as a category, LCobq is
equivalent to LCob .

1.2 The category of top-substantial Jacobi diagrams

Let us now roughly describe the category tsA in which our LMO functor takes values,
assuming that the reader has a certain familiarity with Jacobi diagrams. The objects
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of tsA are nonnegative integers. The set of morphisms tsA.g; f / from g to f in tsA
is the Q–vector space of “top-substantial” Jacobi diagrams with univalent vertices
labeled by the set

f1C; : : : ;gCg[ f1�; : : : ; f �g:

Here, top-substantiality means that no component of the graph is a strut whose two
univalent vertices are colored by elements of f1C; : : : ;gCg. For example, here is a
Jacobi diagram defining a morphism from 4 to 5 in tsA:

1C 1C 2C 2C 3C 4C

1� 1� 2� 3� 5� 5�

As usual, the space tsA is completed with respect to the degree of diagrams, so that we
consider formal series of Jacobi diagrams. The composition map

ıW
tsA.g; f /� tsA.h;g/ �! tsA.h; f /

is simply defined as follows: Given x 2 tsA.g; f / and y 2 tsA.h;g/, x ıy 2 tsA.h; f /
is obtained from the disjoint union x t y by “contracting” the iC–colored vertices in
x with the i�–colored vertices in y for all i D 1; : : : ;g . The identity morphism of
the object g in tsA is then given by

Idg D expt

 
gX

iD1
i�

iC
!
:

There is also a natural monoidal structure on tsA.

1.3 The LMO functor

Thus, our main construction is a tensor-preserving functor

zZW LCobq �!
tsA:

At the level of objects, zZ just sends a non-associative word w to its length jwj. At
the level of morphisms, the series of Jacobi diagrams zZ.M / assigned to a Lagrangian
q–cobordism M 2 LCobq.w; v/ is defined as follows. First of all, we present the
cobordism M by a couple .B;  / of an integral homology cube B and a framed
tangle  �B of a certain type, which we call a “bottom-top tangle.” This is inspired
from the way cobordisms between closed surfaces are presented in [6] but, since we
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consider surfaces with one boundary component, we work with tangles in homology
cubes rather than with trivalent graphs in homology spheres. Next, we normalize the
Kontsevich–LMO invariant Z.B;  / to an invariant zZ.M / 2 tsA.jwj; jvj/ in such a
way that zZ is functorial. To define the Kontsevich–LMO invariant Z and to carry out
this normalization, we use the Aarhus integral developed by Bar-Natan, Garoufalidis,
Rozansky and Thurston in [2; 3].

By construction, zZ sends a homology cube B 2 LCob.0; 0/ to the LMO invariant of
the homology sphere yB obtained by “recapping” B . Thus, zZ should be considered as
a functorial extension of the LMO invariant. In particular, the reduction of zZ to Jacobi
diagrams with no more than two trivalent vertices defines a functorial extension of the
Casson invariant.

As announced in [17], LCob is finitely generated as a monoidal category, so that any
Lagrangian q–cobordism can be decomposed (with respect to the composition law of
cobordisms and their tensor product) into “building blocks” of a finite number of types.
Therefore, the functor zZ is determined by its values on those “building blocks.” As an
illustration, we have computed those values at the Casson invariant level, ie modulo
Jacobi diagrams with more than two trivalent vertices.

Furthermore, after a suitable reduction, our functor zZ factors through the category of
Lagrangian q–cobordisms between closed surfaces. We show that the TQFT constructed
in [6] can be recovered from this reduction of zZ .

1.4 Properties and applications of the LMO functor

Just as is the case for the Kontsevich–LMO invariant, the functor zZ takes group-like
values. More precisely, the series of Jacobi diagram zZ.M / assigned to a q–cobordism
M 2 LCobq.w; v/ splits into two group-like elements: The “s–part” zZs.M / which
only contains struts, and the “Y –part” zZY .M / which does not contain any struts.
Whereas the former only contains homological information about M , the latter is
very rich in the sense that it contains all rational-valued finite-type invariants. This
universality among finite-type invariants is deduced from the functoriality of zZ using
the “clasper calculus” of Goussarov [12], the second author [16] and Garoufalidis,
Goussarov and Polyak [9].

A quite illustrative application of our results is offered by homology cylinders. In this
case, the “Y –part” of the LMO functor restricts to a homomorphism

zZY
W Cyl.Fg/ �!AY

�
f1C; : : : ;gCg[ f1�; : : : ;g�g

�
Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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from the monoid of homology cylinders over Fg to the space of Jacobi diagrams with
no strut, which is equipped with a certain multiplication ?. In contrast with the LMO-
type invariant of homology cylinders introduced by Habegger in [13], our universal
invariant zZY is multiplicative. This property allows us to compute diagrammatically
the algebra dual to rational finite-type invariants of homology cylinders, as well as the
“Lie algebra of homology cylinders” introduced by the second author in [16]. Moreover,
by adapting Habegger’s method [13], we explain how the first non-vanishing Johnson
homomorphism of a homology cylinder M can be extracted from its LMO invariant
zZY .M /. As a consequence, we obtain that the LMO homomorphism zZY is injective
on the Torelli group of Fg .

1.5 Conventions

In this paper, we agree that

˘ unless otherwise specified, all homology groups are computed with integer
coefficients;

˘ one-dimensional objects that are drawn on diagrams, such as graphs or links, are
given the “blackboard framing”, ie are thickened along the plane;

˘ a tensor-preserving functor F W C! C0 , between two monoidal categories C and
C0 , is a functor which strictly respects the tensor products at the level of objects
and morphisms, and which strictly preserves the unit objects. (However, F is
not required to preserve the associativity and unitality constraints.)

1.6 Acknowledgements

The second author was partially supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science, Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B), 16740033.

2 Cobordisms and tangles

We start by introducing the various categories of tangles and cobordisms that are used
throughout the paper. Our goal is to define Lagrangian cobordisms, and to explain how
they can be presented as tangles in homology cubes of a certain type.

2.1 The category Cob of cobordisms

First of all, we recall the category Cob of cobordisms between surfaces with one
boundary component. This category has been introduced by Crane and Yetter [7] as
well as Kerler [19].
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For each integer g� 0, let Fg be a compact connected oriented surface of genus g with
one boundary component, which is fixed once and for all. We think of it as embedded
in the ambient space R3 (with coordinates x , y , z ) and obtained from the square
Œ�1; 1�� Œ�1; 1�� 0 by adding g handles uniformly in the x direction. See Figure 2.1
where the orientation on Fg is materialized through the orientation it induces on @Fg .
We also fix a base point � and a basis for �1.Fg;�/ by choosing a system of meridians
and parallels .˛1; ˇ1; : : : ; ˛g; ˇg/ as shown on the same picture.

x

y
z

�

˛1

˛g

ˇ1 ˇg

Figure 2.1: The standard surface Fg and its system of meridians and parallels .˛; ˇ/ .

Remark 2.1 In order to identify (up to isotopy) a surface S of genus g with Fg ,
it is enough to specify the images of �, ˛1; ˇ1; : : : ; ˛g; ˇg on S , and the induced
orientation on @S .

We denote by C
gC
g� the cube with g� tunnels and gC handles: This is the compact

oriented 3–manifold obtained from the cube Œ�1; 1�3 by adding g˙ 1–handles along
Œ�1; 1�� Œ�1; 1�� .˙1/, uniformly in the x direction, as shown in Figure 2.2. We note
the two canonical embeddings

(2–1) Fg� ,!�@C
gC
g� and FgC ,! @C

gC
g�

obtained by appropriate translations in the z direction.

Definition 2.2 Let g� � 0 and gC � 0 be integers. A cobordism from FgC to Fg�

is an equivalence class of couples .M;m/ where

˘ M is a compact connected oriented 3–manifold,

˘ mW @C
gC
g� !M is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism onto @M ,
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x

y
z

1

1

g�

gC

handles

tunnels

Figure 2.2: The cube C
gC
g� with g� tunnels and gC handles.

two such couples .M;m/ and .M 0;m0/ being considered as equivalent if there exists
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism f W M !M 0 such that f ımDm0 .

By the inclusions (2–1), m restricts to two embeddings

m�W Fg� ,!M and mCW FgC ,!M

whose images are called bottom surface and top surface of the cobordism M , respec-
tively.

Given two cobordisms .M;m/ from FgC to Fg� and .N; n/ from FhC to Fh� such
that gC D h� , one obtains a new cobordism .M;m/ ı .N; n/ from FhC to Fg� by
“stacking” N on the top of M and parametrizing the boundary of the new manifold in
the obvious way. Thus, one obtains a category Cob , whose objects are non-negative
integers g and whose sets of morphisms Cob.gC;g�/ are cobordisms from FgC to
Fg� . The identity of g � 0 in the category Cob is Fg � Œ�1; 1� with the obvious
parameterization, as shown on Figure 2.3.

The category Cob is monoidal (in the strict sense), with tensor product ˝ given by
horizontal juxtaposition of cobordisms in the x direction. So, to sum up, we have two
operations on cobordisms:

M ıN WD
N

M
and M ˝N WD M N :

Example 2.3 Let M.Fg/ denote the mapping class group of the surface Fg , ie the
group of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms Fg! Fg that fix @Fg pointwise. The
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˛1ˇ1
˛gˇg

˛1ˇ1
˛gˇg

�

�

Figure 2.3: The cobordism Idg from Fg to Fg .

mapping cylinder construction

M.Fg/ �! Cob.g;g/; h 7�!
�
Fg � Œ�1; 1�; .Id� .�1//[ .h� 1/

�
defines a monoid homomorphism, which is injective.

2.2 The category LCob of Lagrangian cobordisms

We now introduce the subcategory of Cob in which we are interested. For this, we
distinguish the following Lagrangian subgroup of H1.Fg/:

Ag WD Ker
�
incl�W H1.Fg/!H1.C

g
0
/
�
D h˛1; : : : ; ˛gi:

Definition 2.4 A cobordism .M;m/ from FgC to Fg� is Lagrangian-preserving (or,
for short, Lagrangian) if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(1) H1.M /Dm�;�.Ag�/CmC;�.H1.FgC//,

(2) mC;�.AgC/�m�;�.Ag�/ as subgroups of H1.M /.

If we consider the following supplement to Ag :

Bg WD Ker
�

incl�W H1.Fg/!H1.C
0
g /
�
D hˇ1; : : : ; ˇgi;

then, it is easily seen that condition (1) can be replaced in the presence of (2) by
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(1’) m�;�˚mC;�W Ag� ˚BgC !H1.M / is an isomorphism.

With a Mayer–Vietoris argument, one checks that the composition of two Lagrangian
cobordisms is Lagrangian as well. We denote by LCob the monoidal subcategory of
Cob consisting of Lagrangian cobordisms. The category LCob is isomorphic to the
category of “bottom tangles in homology handlebodies” introduced in [17].

Example 2.5 The mapping cylinder of an h 2M.Fg/ is Lagrangian if, and only if,
h�W H1.Fg/!H1.Fg/ sends Ag to itself.

Among Lagrangian cobordisms, some have a more specific property.

Definition 2.6 A cobordism .M;m/ from FgC to Fg� is special Lagrangian if it
satisfies C

g�
0
ıM D C

gC
0

.

A Mayer–Vietoris argument shows that “special Lagrangian” implies “Lagrangian.” The
composition of two special Lagrangian cobordisms is special Lagrangian as well. We
denote by sLCob the monoidal subcategory of LCob consisting of special Lagrangian
cobordisms. The category sLCob is isomorphic to the category of “bottom tangles in
handlebodies” introduced in [17].

Example 2.7 The mapping cylinder of an h 2M.Fg/ is special Lagrangian if, and
only if, h extends to a homeomorphism of the handlebody C

g
0

.

Remark 2.8 If one takes homology with coefficients in Q instead of Z, one defines
in the same way the category QLCob of rational Lagrangian cobordisms.

2.3 The category t
b
T of bottom-top tangles

We now describe a way of presenting cobordisms between surfaces with one boundary
component.

For every integer g � 1, denote by .p1; q1/; : : : ; .pg; qg/ the g pairs of points on
Œ�1; 1�2 taken uniformly in the x direction as shown on Figure 2.4.

Definition 2.9 A bottom-top tangle of type .gC;g�/ is an equivalence class of couples
.B;  / where B D .B; b/ is a cobordism from F0 to F0 and where  D .C; �/
is a framed oriented tangle with g� bottom components �

1
; : : : ; �g� and gC top

components C
1
; : : : ; CgC such that

˘ each �j runs from qj � .�1/ to pj � .�1/,
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p1 pgq1 qg

x

y

Figure 2.4: The standard pairs of points .p1; q1/; : : : ; .pg; qg/ on Œ�1; 1�2 .

˘ each Cj runs from pj � 1 to qj � 1,

two such couples .B;  / and .B0;  0/ being considered as equivalent if there exists an
equivalence .B; b/! .B0; b0/ sending  to  0 .

Given two bottom-top tangles .B;  / of type .gC;g�/ and .C; �/ of type .hC; h�/
such that gC D h� , one obtains a new bottom-top tangle .B;  / ı .C; �/ of type
.hC;g�/ as follows: The new manifold is

.B ıC /C [ TgC
[ ��

ie the composition B ıC in the category Cob , followed by surgery along the .2gC/–
component framed link obtained by inserting the tangle TgC � Œ�1; 1�3 shown on
Figure 2.5 “between” �� and C ; The new tangle is .�C; �/. Thus, one obtains a
category t

b
T whose objects are non-negative integers g and whose sets of morphisms

t
b
T .gC;g�/ are bottom-top tangles of type .gC;g�/. The identity of g � 0 in the

category t
b
T is drawn on Figure 2.6.

1

1 g

g

Figure 2.5: The bottom-top tangle
�
Œ�1; 1�3;Tg

�
of type .g;g/ .
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1

1 g

g

Figure 2.6: The bottom-top tangle Idg of type .g;g/ .

The category t
b
T is monoidal (in the strict sense), with tensor product ˝ given by

horizontal juxtaposition of bottom-top tangles in the x direction. So, to sum up, we
have two operations on bottom-top tangles:

.B;  / ı .C; �/ WD

� � C

TgC � Œ�1; 1�3

 � B & do surgery along
C [ TgC

[ ��

and .B;  /˝ .C; �/ WD  � B � � C :

The study of bottom-top tangles is equivalent to the study of three-dimensional cobor-
disms. More precisely, we have the following statement.

Theorem 2.10 There exists an isomorphism of monoidal categories DW t
b
T ! Cob .

This is very close to Kerler’s presentation of cobordisms [19], as well as the presentation
of cobordisms between closed surfaces described in [5].

Proof Given a bottom-top tangle .B;  / of type .gC;g�/, one obtains a cobordism
from FgC to Fg� by “digging” along the components of  . One gets a compact
oriented connected 3–manifold M whose boundary is identified with @C gC

g� via a map
m that is defined by means of the given identification bW @C 0

0
! @B and the framing

of  . This construction is shown on Figure 2.7, where Remark 2.1 applies to describe
the parameterizations m�W Fg� !M and mCW FgC !M of the bottom and top
surfaces.

The above construction is denoted by D, and we have to check its functoriality. First,
one easily sees that D sends Idg in t

b
T to Idg in Cob , ie Figure 2.6 to Figure 2.3.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 12 (2008)
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˛

˛

ˇ

ˇ
�

�

D

Figure 2.7: From a bottom-top tangle to a cobordism (here g� D gC D 1).

Next, let .B;  / and .C; �/ be bottom-top tangles of type .gC;g�/ and .hC; h�/
respectively, such that gC D h� , and let .M;m/ and .N; n/ be the corresponding
cobordisms by D. A top component Cj of  may not bound a disk in B but, after
introducing a surgery link in B , we can always assume that this is the case. Then, Cj
bounds a disk which is crossed by a parallel family X of strands, some belonging to
bottom components of  and some others belonging to the added surgery link. The
rest of the argument is shown in Figure 2.8.

Thus, one gets a functor DW t
b
T ! Cob , which obviously preserves the tensor product.

Also, D has an inverse functor defined by gluing 2–handles as follows: Given a
cobordism .M;m/ from FgC to Fg� , one obtains a manifold B with @B Š @C 0

0
by

attaching one 2–handle along each curve m�.˛i/ of the bottom surface, and along each
curve mC.ˇi/ of the top surface; the co-cores of those 2–handles define a bottom-top
tangle  in B of type .gC;g�/.

The isomorphism Cob ' t
b
T allows one to regard LCob , and a fortiori sLCob , as

subcategories of t
b
T . It follows from the definitions that a bottom-top tangle .B;  /

of type .gC;g�/ belongs to sLCob.gC;g�/ if, and only if, B is the standard cube
C 0

0
D Œ�1; 1�3 and C is the trivial gC–component top tangle. In order to characterize

LCob in t
b
T , we need the following notion.
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bottom of � � C

top of  � B

X

D

D

bottom of N

top of M

X 0

˛

˛

ˇ

ˇ

�

�

Š

�

�

˛

˛

ˇ

ˇ

X 0

compose in Cob

X 0

M ıN

D

compose in t
b
T

& do a “slam-dunk”

zX

Figure 2.8: Functoriality of the map D (here gCDh�D1). The “slam-dunk”
move is recalled in Figure 2.9.
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R

V

X zX

Figure 2.9: The slam-dunk move: Surgery is performed along the two-
component framed link .R;V / , it produces a homeomorphic manifold and
the corresponding homeomorphism changes X to zX .

Definition 2.11 Let .B;  / be a bottom-top tangle in a homology cube.1 The linking
matrix of  in B is the matrix, whose rows and columns are indexed by the set of
connected components of  , defined by

LkB. / WD Lk yB.y /:

Here, yB WD B [b

�
S3 n Œ�1; 1�3

�
is the homology sphere obtained by “recapping” B ,

y is the framed oriented link in yB whose component y˙i is ˙i union with a small
arc connecting pi � .˙1/ to qi � .˙1/ in the x direction, and Lk yB.y / denotes the
usual linking matrix of y in yB .

Lemma 2.12 A bottom-top tangle .B;  / of type .gC;g�/ belongs to LCob.gC;g�/

if, and only if, B is a homology cube and the linking matrix of C in B is trivial.

Proof Let .M;m/ be the cobordism from FgC to Fg� corresponding to the bottom-
top tangle .B;  / by the construction D of Theorem 2.10. Recall that M is the
complement of a tubular neighborhood of  in B . Observe that ˛�

k
WD m�.˛k/,

ˇ�
k
WDm�.ˇk/, ˛

C

k
WDmC.˛k/ and ˇC

k
WDmC.ˇk/ are respectively oriented meridian

of �
k

, oriented longitude of �
k

, oriented longitude of C
k

and oriented meridian of
C

k
. The condition

H1.M /Dm�;�.Ag�/˚mC;�.BgC/

is equivalent to the condition that B is a homology cube. Assuming this condition, we
have that H1.M / is free Abelian of rank g�CgC with basis given by the oriented

1 A homology cube B is a cobordism .B; b/ from F0 to F0 such that H�.B/'H�.Œ�1; 1�3/ .
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meridians, namely .˛�
1
; : : : ; ˛�g� ; ˇ

C

1
; : : : ; ˇCgC/. Since the columns of the linking

matrix of  in B express how the oriented longitudes ˇ�
1
; : : : ; ˇ�g� ; ˛

C

1
; : : : ; ˛CgC

expand in that basis, the linking matrix of C is trivial if and only if m�;�.Ag�/

contains mC;�.AgC/.

Remark 2.13 The same proof shows that a bottom-top tangle .B;  / of type .gC;g�/
belongs to QLCob.gC;g�/ if, and only if, B is a Q–homology cube and the linking
matrix of C in B is trivial.

According to the previous lemma, the following definition makes sense and it will be
used later.

Definition 2.14 The linking matrix of a Lagrangian cobordism M D .M;m/ is

Lk.M / WD LkB. /

where .B;  / is the corresponding bottom-top tangle in a homology cube.

3 The Kontsevich–LMO invariant of tangles in homology
cubes

In this section, we review the Kontsevich–LMO invariant of tangles in homology cubes,
which will play the lead role in the next sections.

3.1 Spaces of Jacobi diagrams

First of all, we need to recall some definitions and notations about Jacobi diagrams,
which come mainly from Bar-Natan [1] and Bar-Natan, Garoufalidis, Rozansky and
Thurston [2; 3]. The reader is refered to those papers for details.

A uni-trivalent graph D is a finite graph whose vertices have valence 1 (external
vertices) or 3 (internal vertices). It is vertex-oriented if each internal vertex comes
with a cyclic order of its incident edges. One defines the internal degree, the external
degree and the degree to be8<:

i–deg.D/ WD number of internal vertices of D

e–deg.D/ WD number of external vertices of D

deg.D/ WD .i–deg.D/C e–deg.D// =2:

In the sequel, let X be a compact oriented 1–manifold and let C be a finite set.
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Example 3.1 If S is a finite set, X can be the disjoint union indexed by S of oriented
circles (respectively intervals), which is denoted by 	S (respectively "S ). Conversely,
if L is a compact oriented 1–manifold, C can be the set of its connected components,
which is denoted by �0.L/.

Example 3.2 If n is a positive integer and � is an extra symbol (such as C;�; etc.),
C can be the finite set f1�; : : : ; n�g, which is denoted by bne� .

A Jacobi diagram D based on .X;C / is a vertex-oriented uni-trivalent graph whose
external vertices are either embedded into X or are colored with elements from C .
Let X 0 be another compact oriented 1–manifold whose �0.X

0/ is identified with
�0.X / and let C 0 be another finite set identified with C . Then, two Jacobi diagram
D and D0 based on .X;C / and .X 0;C 0/ respectively are equivalent if there exists a
homeomorphism f W X[D!X 0[D0 sending X to X 0 in such a way that orientations
and connected components are preserved, and sending D to D0 in such a way that
vertex-orientations and colors are respected. In the sequel, Jacobi diagrams .X;C / are
considered up to equivalence. In pictures, the 1–manifold part X is drawn with bold
lines, while the graph part D is drawn with dashed lines, and the vertex-orientation is
given by the trigonometric orientation of the plane.

Example 3.3 A strut is a Jacobi diagram consisting of a single edge, and whose

vertices are colored with C . It is pictured as
a

b
where a; b 2 C .

The spaces of Jacobi diagrams that are needed in this paper, are always of the form

A .X;C / WD
Q � fJacobi diagrams based on .X;C /g

AS, IHX, STU

where the AS, IHX and STU relations are as usual [1]:

AS IHX STU

D � � C D 0 � D

Example 3.4 Any rational matrix M D
�
mij

�
i;j2C

, whose rows and columns are
indexed by C , defines a linear combination of Jacobi diagrams:

M WD
X

i;j2C

mij �
i

j
2A.X;C /:
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The relations AS, IHX and STU being homogeneous with respect to the degree,
A .X;C / is graded by the degree of Jacobi diagrams: The degree completion of
A .X;C / is denoted the same way. The STU relation is not homogeneous with respect
to the internal degree: Nevertheless, an element x 2A.X;C / is said to have i–filter at
least n if it can be written as a linear sum of Jacobi diagrams with at least n internal
vertices.

Assume now that X is empty, so that the STU relation becomes trivial. The disjoint
union operation t of Jacobi diagrams makes A .C / a commutative algebra, whose
identity element is the empty diagram ¿. The exponential expt.x/ of an x 2A.C /,
with respect to the multiplication t, will often be denoted by

Œx� WD
X
n�0

1

n!
�x t � � � tx„ ƒ‚ …

n times

:

The sub-space of A .C / spanned by Jacobi diagrams without struts (respectively, only
with struts) is denoted by AY .C / (respectively, As.C /), and is identified with the
quotient of A .C / by the ideal generated by struts (respectively, by Jacobi diagrams
with at least one internal vertex). So, one has two projections

As.C / A.C /oooo // // AY .C /

xs x � //�oo xY

called the s–reduction and the Y –reduction respectively. Observe that the degree
completion of AY .C / – which is still denoted by AY .C / – is canonically isomorphic
to its i–degree completion.

The usual coproduct �, defined by

�.D/ WD
X

DDD0tD00

D0˝D00;

enhances A.C / to a co-commutative Hopf algebra, whose counit is the linear map
"W A.C / ! Q defined by ".D/ WD ıD;¿ for every Jacobi diagram D . The space
of primitive elements of A.C / is the sub-space Ac .C / of non-empty connected
diagrams. The following lemma is well-known, and is deduced from the fact that
group-like elements are exponentials of primitive elements.

Lemma 3.5 An x 2 A.C / is group-like if, and only if, the s–reduction and the
Y –reduction of x are group-like and such that x D xs txY .

Observe that a group-like element of As.C / is necessarily of the form ŒM � where M

is a C �C matrix with rational entries.
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We now recall some maps defined on spaces of Jacobi diagrams. Let S be another
finite set, disjoint from C . Defined in [1] is a diagrammatic analogue of the Poincaré–
Birkhoff–Witt isomorphism

�S W A.X;C [S/ �!A.X "S ;C /:

For D a Jacobi diagram, �S .D/ is the average of all possible ways of attaching, for
all colors s 2 S , the s–colored external vertices of D to the s–indexed interval in "S .

A Jacobi diagram D 2A.X;C [S/ is said to be S –substantial if it contains no strut
both of whose vertices are colored by S . For all Jacobi diagrams D;E 2A.X;C [S/

such that D or E is S –substantial, we define as in [2]

hE;DiS WD

�
sum of all ways of gluing the s–colored vertices of D

to the s–colored vertices of E, for all color s 2 S

�
2A.X;C /:

The next combinatorial result will be used several times.

Theorem 3.6 (Jackson–Moffatt–Morales [18]) For all group-like elements D;E 2

A.C [S/ such that D or E is S –substantial, hE;DiS is group-like. In other words,

hE;DiS D expt .connected part of hE;DiS / :

A linear combination of Jacobi diagrams G 2A.X;C [S/ is Gaussian in the variable
S if it can be written in the form

G D ŒL=2�tP

where P is S –substantial and L is a rational symmetric S�S matrix. When det.L/¤
0, the Gaussian G is non-degenerate. In this case, the formal Gaussian integral of G

along S is defined in [2] byZ
S

G WD
Dh
�L�1=2

i
;P
E
S
2A.X;C /:

Remark 3.7 Some S –link relations in A.X;C [S/ are defined in [3, Section 5.2]
so that

A.X;C [S/

����

'

�S // A.X "S ;C /

closure
����

A.X ;C[S/
S–link

'

�S

//____ A.X 	S ;C /:
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Let G D ŒL=2�tP and G0D ŒL0=2�tP 0 be non-degenerate Gaussians in the variable
S . According to Bar-Natan and Lawrence [4, Proposition 2.2], if G varies from G0 by
some S –link relations, then Z

S

G D

Z
S

G0:

This fact will allow us to forget about link relations in computations.

3.2 The category TqCub of q–tangles in homology cubes

We now define the domain of the Kontsevich–LMO invariant.

Definition 3.8 By a tangle, we mean an equivalence class of couples .B;  / where
B is a cobordism from F0 to F0 and where  is a framed oriented tangle in B whose
boundary points (if any) are either in the bottom surface, or in the top surface. We also
assume that these points (in their respective surfaces) are uniformly distributed along
the segment Œ�1; 1�� 0� 0 in Œ�1; 1�2 � 0D F0 .

Example 3.9 A bottom-top tangle is a tangle.

If one associates to each boundary point of  the sign

(3–1)
�
C if the orientation of  at that point goes “downwards”
� if the orientation of  at that point goes “upwards”

one gets two associative words in the letters .C;�/, one for the bottom and another
one for the top.

Definition 3.10 A q–tangle is a tangle .B;  / together with some lifts wt . / and
wb. / to the free non-associative magma generated by .C;�/ of the top and bottom
words defined by  in the free monoid generated by .C;�/.

Remark 3.11 This definition slightly extends the notion of “q–tangle” given in Le
and Murakami [23; 24] where the cobordism B is required to be the cube Œ�1; 1�3 .

Given two q–tangles .B;  / and .C; �/ such that wt . /Dwb.�/, one can form the
new tangle .B ıC;  [�/ and equip it with the non-associative words wt .� [  / WD

wt .�/ and wb.� [  / WD wb. /. Thus, one obtains a category whose objects are
non-associative words in the letters .C;�/ and whose morphisms are q–tangles. There
is a tensor product ˝ given by horizontal juxtaposition of q–tangles in the x direction.
So, we get a monoidal category (in the non-strict sense).

In the sequel, we will only need two subcategories of this: The monoidal category of
q–tangles in homology cubes, which we denote by TqCub , and the monoidal category
of q–tangles in the standard cube Œ�1; 1�3 , which we denote by Tq .
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3.3 The category A of Jacobi diagrams on 1–manifolds

We now define the codomain of the Kontsevich–LMO invariant.

For all associative words u and v in the letters .C;�/, we define A.v;u/ to be the
union of all the spaces A.X /, where X runs over homeomorphism classes of compact
oriented 1–manifolds whose boundary is identified with the set of letters of u and v
as follows: A positive point of @X should be assigned either to a � letter in v or to a
C letter in u, and vice-versa for a negative point of @X .

Example 3.12 For every associative word w in the letters .C;�/, we denote by #w

the 1–manifold obtained by taking one copy of # for each letter C read in the word
w , and one copy of " for each letter �. Thus, the space A.w;w/ contains A.#w/.

Given a2A.X /�A.v;u/ and b 2A.Y /�A.w; v/, one obtains a new element aıb

of A.X [Y /�A.w;u/ by gluing b on the “top” of a. Thus, one gets a category A
whose objects are associative words in the letters .C;�/, and whose morphisms are
linear combinations of Jacobi diagrams based on compact oriented 1–manifolds. The
identity of w in the category A is the empty Jacobi diagram on #w .

There is a tensor product ˝ given by juxtaposition of Jacobi diagrams: So, A is a
monoidal category (in the strict sense).

Notation 3.13 Recall from [23; 24] that there are an “orientation-reversal” map
S W A.X #/! A.X "/ and a “doubling” map �W A.X #/! A.X ##/. If w is a
word of length g WD jwj in the letters .C;�/ and if w1; : : : ; wg are extra words, we
denote by

�ww1;:::;wg
W A

�
X #w

�
�!A

�
X #w1 � � � #

wg
�

the map obtained by applying, for each i D 1; : : : ;g , the � map iterated .jwi j � 1/

times to the i th component of #w , and by applying the map S to each new interval
whose corresponding letter in wi does not agree with the i th letter of w . For example,
we have �CCC D� and �C� D S .

3.4 The Kontsevich integral Z

Le and Murakami have extended in [23; 24] the Kontsevich integral of links in S3 to a
tensor-preserving functor

bZf W Tq �!A;  7�! bZf . /:
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At the level of objects, bZf just forgets the parenthesizings. At the level of morphisms,bZf is determined by its values on the “elementary” q–tangles, namely

bZf � .CC/

.CC/

�
WD

1
2

2A
� �

bZf � .CC/

.CC/

�
WD

�
1
2

2A
� �

bZf � .C�/ � WD �
2A

� �
bZf � .C�/ � WD 2A

� �
where the brackets denote the exponential map in A.##/ with respect to the natural
multiplication, and where �D bZf .	0/2A.	/'A."/ is the value of the Kontsevich
integral on the 0–framed unknot. Moreover, a Drinfeld associator ˆ 2A.###/ has to
be chosen and, for all non-associative words u; v and w , one sets

bZf

� .u .vw//

#.#

..uv/ w/

�
WD�CCCu;v;w.ˆ/ 2A

�
#

uvw
�
:

Remark 3.14 We agree to fix a Drinfeld associator with rational coefficients. Nonethe-
less, if we had defined Jacobi diagrams with complex coefficients, then we could have
worked with the KZ associator as well.

In this paper, we prefer for technical convenience to modify bZf as follows: For every
q–tangle  in Œ�1; 1�3 with connected components 1; : : : ; l , we set

Z. / WD bZf . / ]1 �
d.1/ ]2 � � � ]l �

d.l /

where ]i means that a connected sum of an element of A.	/ is taken with the i th
component of  , and where d.i/ is �1, 0 or 1 if the component i is of type “bottom-
bottom”, “bottom-top” or “top-top” respectively. In other words, Z only differs frombZf by the values it takes on the “cap” and the “cup”:

Z
�
.C�/

�
D 2A

� �
Z
�
.C�/

�
D � 2A

� �
:
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In the sequel, the Kontsevich integral will refer to this tensor-preserving functor

ZW Tq �!A;  7�!Z. /:

3.5 The Kontsevich–LMO invariant Z

We now construct from the Kontsevich integral a tensor-preserving functor

ZW TqCub �!A

with the following properties:

˘ For every q–tangle  in Œ�1; 1�3 , Z.Œ�1; 1�3;  / coincides with the Kontsevich
integral Z. /, as normalized in Section 3.4.

˘ For every homology cube B , Z.B;¿/ coincides with the Le–Murakami–Ohtsuki
invariant �. yB/ of the homology sphere yB , as defined in [26].

The fact that the LMO invariant and the Kontsevich integral can be unified into a single
invariant of q–tangles in homology cubes is well-known to experts. We do this below
using the Aarhus formalism [2; 3].

For this, we fix a few notations. Given a q–tangle L[  in Œ�1; 1�3 whose connected
components are split into two parts, L and  , we set

Z.L� [  / WD �˝�0.L/]�0.L/Z.L[  / 2A.L[  /

which means that a copy of � is summed along each connected component of L in
Z.L[  /. Also, we associate to the .˙1/–framed unknot the following quantity:

U˙ D

Z
��1 .�]Z.	˙1// 2A.¿/:

Note that U˙ is group-like (since, by Theorem 3.6, the formal integral of a non-
degenerate Gaussian that is group-like, is group-like as well), and hence is invertible.

Definition 3.15 Let .B;  / be a tangle in a homology cube. A surgery presentation of
.B;  / is a couple .L;  /, where L is a framed oriented link in Œ�1; 1�3 ,  is a tangle
in Œ�1; 1�3 disjoint from L, and surgery along L transforms .Œ�1; 1�3;  / to .B;  /.

Definition 3.16 The Kontsevich–LMO invariant of a q–tangle  in a homology cube
B is

(3–2) Z.B;  / WD U
��C.L/
C tU���.L/� t

Z
�0.L/

��1
�0.L/

Z.L� [  / 2A. /

where .L;  / is a surgery presentation of .B;  /, .�C.L/; ��.L// denotes the signature
of the linking matrix of L, and the action t of A.¿/ on A. / is the disjoint union.
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The fact that Z.B;  / does not depend on the choice of the surgery presentation .L;  /
of .B;  / follows from Kirby’s theorem by adapting the arguments in [3, Section 3
and Section 5.1]. See Moffatt [31] for a similar construction.

One easily checks that, just as the Kontsevich integral, the Kontsevich–LMO invariant
is functorial and tensor-preserving. By construction, Z contains the Kontsevich integral
and the LMO invariant as required.

In fact, we will only need to consider the Kontsevich–LMO invariant for bottom-top
q–tangles in homology cubes. In this case, we can add the following statement

Lemma 3.17 For every bottom-top q–tangle  in a homology cube B ,

��1Z.B;  / 2A.�0. //

is group-like and its s–reduction is ŒLkB. /=2�.

This group-like property of the Kontsevich–LMO invariant Z.B;  / is well-known
when B D Œ�1; 1�3 or when  D¿.

Proof of Lemma 3.17 Let .L;  / be a surgery presentation of .B;  /. Then, Z.B;  /

is given by formula (3–2). The lemma is well-known to hold true when B D Œ�1; 1�3 ,
so

��1
�0.L[/

Z.L� [  /D
�
LkŒ�1;1�3.L/=2CLkŒ�1;1�3. /=2CLkŒ�1;1�3.;L/

�
t ŒT �

for some T in the subspace AY;c.�0.L[ // of AY .�0.L[ // spanned by connected
Jacobi diagrams. Next, one integrates:

��1
�0. /

Z
�0.L/

��1
�0.L/

Z.L� [  /

D

Dh
�LkŒ�1;1�3.L/

�1=2
i
;
�
LkŒ�1;1�3. /=2CLkŒ�1;1�3.;L/

�
t ŒT �

E
�0.L/

D

h
LkŒ�1;1�3. /=2�LkŒ�1;1�3.;L/ �LkŒ�1;1�3.L/

�1
�LkŒ�1;1�3.L;  /=2

i
t ŒT 0�

where the last identity follows from Theorem 3.6 and involves a T 0 2AY;c.�0. //.

Claim 3.18 Let K be an oriented framed link in Œ�1; 1�3 whose linking matrix
LkŒ�1;1�3.K/ is non-degenerate. For any two oriented knots U and V in Œ�1; 1�3 nK ,
the linking number of U and V in Œ�1; 1�3K is given by

LkŒ�1;1�3K
.U;V /

D LkŒ�1;1�3.U;V /�LkŒ�1;1�3.U;K/ �LkŒ�1;1�3.K/
�1
�LkŒ�1;1�3.K;V /:
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This claim is easily proved using the homological definition of linking numbers. Thus,
we obtain that

��1
�0. /

Z
�0.L/

��1
�0.L/

Z.L� [  /D ŒLkB. /=2�t ŒT
0�:

Since U˙ is a group-like element of A.¿/, we conclude that ��1Z.B;  / is group-
like of the form ŒLkB. /=2�t ŒT

00� for some T 00 2AY;c.�0. //.

Remark 3.19 The Kontsevich–LMO invariant of q–tangles in Q–homology cubes is
defined exactly in the same way. Lemma 3.17 works in the rational case as well.

4 The functorial LMO invariant of Lagrangian cobordisms

In this section, the Kontsevich–LMO invariant of bottom-top tangles in homology
cubes is used to construct an invariant of Lagrangian cobordisms. After normalization,
this invariant gives rise to a functor, which we call the LMO functor.

4.1 The category LCobq of Lagrangian q–cobordisms

In this subsection, we define the domain of the LMO functor.

Definition 4.1 A Lagrangian q–cobordism is a Lagrangian cobordism .M;m/ from
Fg to Ff together with non-associative words wt .M / of length g and wb.M / of
length f in the single letter �.

Given two Lagrangian q–cobordisms M and N such that wt .M / D wb.N /, one
can form the new Lagrangian cobordism M ıN (by composition in Cob ) and equip
it with the non-associative words wt .N / and wb.M /. Thus, one obtains a category
LCobq whose objects are non-associative words in the single letter � and whose
morphisms are Lagrangian q–cobordisms. There is a tensor product ˝ given by
horizontal juxtaposition in the x–direction: Thus, the category LCobq is monoidal (in
the non-strict sense).

Similarly, we define the monoidal subcategory sLCobq of LCobq formed by special
Lagrangian q–cobordisms.

Remark 4.2 The category of Q–Lagrangian q–cobordisms is defined in the same
way, and is denoted by QLCobq .
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4.2 The category tsA of top-substantial Jacobi diagrams

In this subsection, we define the codomain of the LMO functor.

Definition 4.3 Let f;g � 0 be integers. An element of A.bgeC [ bf e�/ is top-
substantial if it is bgeC–substantial.

For all integers f;g � 0, we denote by
tsA.g; f /

the subspace of top-substantial elements of A.bgeC[bf e�/. For all f;g; h� 0, we
define a bilinear map

tsA.g; f /� tsA.h;g/ �ı� // tsA.h; f /

by the formula
x ıy WD

˝
.x= iC 7! i�/ ; .y= i� 7! i�/

˛
bge�

where bge� D f1�; : : : ;g�g is an extra set of variables, .y =i� 7! i� / denotes the
Jacobi diagram obtained from y by the change of variables i� 7! i� for all iD1; : : : ;g ,
and .x

ı
iC 7! i� / has the similar meaning. An equivalent formula for ı is

x ıy WD

�
sum of all ways of gluing the iC–colored vertices of x

to the i�–colored vertices of y, for all i D 1; : : : ;g

�
:

It follows from the next lemma that�
8x 2 tsA.g; f /; x ı Idg D x

8y 2 tsA.h;g/; Idg ıy D y
where Idg WD

"
gX

iD1
i�

iC
#
:

Thus, the above discussion defines a category tsA. The disjoint union operation of
Jacobi diagrams gives tsA the structure of a monoidal category (in the strict sense).

Lemma 4.4 Let x 2 tsA.g; f / and let y 2 tsA.h;g/. Then, for all bheC�bge� matrix
D , we have

x ı .y t ŒD�/D
˝ �

x= iC 7! i�CD � i�
�
;
�
y= i� 7! i�

� ˛
bge�

2
tsA.h; f /:

Similarly, for all bf e� �bgeC matrix C , we have

.ŒC �tx/ ıy D
˝ �

x= iC 7! i�
�
;
�
y= i� 7! i�CC � iC

� ˛
bge�

2
tsA.h; f /:

In the above statement, the matrix D is regarded as a linear map Q � bge�!Q � bheC :
Thus, D � i� denotes

Ph
jD1 djC;i� � j

C . The matrix C has the similar meaning.
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Proof We prove the first statement:

x ı .y t ŒD�/

D x ı

 
y t

"
gX

kD1
k�

D �k�
#!

D

*
.x= iC 7! i�/ ; .y= i� 7! i�/t

gG
kD1

�
k�

D �k�
�+
bge�

D

X
n1;:::;ng�0

1

n1! � � � ng!

*
.x= iC 7! i�/ ; .y= i� 7! i�/t

gG
kD1

�
k�

D �k�
�tnk

+
bge�

D

X
n1;:::;ng�0

��
sum of all ways of replacing nk times the color k� by

the color D � k� in .x= iC 7! i�/, for all k D 1; : : : ;g

�
; .y= i� 7! i�/

�
bge�

We conclude since this is equal to
˝ �

x= iC 7! i�CD � i�
�
; .y= i� 7! i�/

˛
bge�

.

The next lemma (which will be used later) describes how the composition law a ı b

of tsA decomposes into an “s–part” and a “Y –part” if a and b can themselves be
decomposed that way.

Lemma 4.5 Let a 2 tsA.g; f / and let b 2 tsA.h;g/. Assume that they can be decom-
posed as

aD ŒA=2�t aY and b D ŒB=2�t bY ;

where A is a symmetric
�
bgeC[bf e�

�
�
�
bgeC[bf e�

�
matrix and where B is a

symmetric
�
bheC[bge�

�
�
�
bheC[bge�

�
matrix of the following form:

(4–1) AD

�
0 AC�

A�C A��

�
and B D

�
0 BC�

B�C B��

�
:

Then, a ı b is also decomposable as

a ı b D

�
1

2

�
0 BC�AC�

A�CB�C A��CA�CB��AC�

��
t

�
aY A;B

? bY

�
where aY

A;B
? bY belongs to AY .bheC[bf e�/ and is defined below. Moreover, if a

and b are group-like, then a ı b is group-like as well.

To complete the previous statement, we associate to all pair of matrices .A;B/ of the
form (4–1) a bilinear pairing

AY .bgeC[bf e�/�AY .bheC[bge�/
�

A;B
? � // AY .bheC[bf e�/
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defined by the formula

x
A;B
? y

WD

��
x= iC 7! i�CBC� � i�CA�CB�� � i�

�
;
.ŒB��=2�= i� 7! i�/t�
y= i� 7! i�CA�C � iC

� �
bge�

:

Example 4.6 Consider the special case when f D g D h and

AD B D

�
0 IC�g

I�Cg 0

�
where IC�g denotes the bgeC � bge� “identity” matrix, and I�Cg is its transpose.
Then, the above product is simply denoted by ? and the formula is

x ?y WD
˝
.x= iC 7! i�C iC/ ; .y= i� 7! i�C i�/

˛
bge�

Proof of Lemma 4.5 The last statement is an application of Theorem 3.6. The first
statement is proved using Lemma 4.4 as follows:

a ı b

D

� �
ŒA��=2�= iC 7! i�

�
t�

ŒAC��= iC 7! i�
�
t
�
aY = iC 7! i�

� ; .ŒB��=2�= i� 7! i�/t�
bY = i� 7! i�

�
t
�
ŒBC��= i� 7! i�

� �
bge�

D ŒA��=2�t

� �
ŒAC��= iC 7! i�CBC� � i�

�
t
�
aY = iC 7! i�CBC� � i�

� ;
.ŒB��=2�= i� 7! i�/

t
�
bY = i� 7! i�

� �
bge�

D ŒA��=2�t ŒBC�AC��t� �
ŒAC��= iC 7! i�

�
t�

aY = iC 7! i�CBC� � i�
� ; .ŒB��=2�= i� 7! i�/

t
�
bY = i� 7! i�

� �
bge�

D ŒA��=2�t ŒBC�AC��t��
aY = iC 7! i�CBC� � i�

�
;

�
ŒB��=2�= i� 7! i�CA�C � iC

�
t
�
bY = i� 7! i�CA�C � iC

� �
bge�

D ŒA��=2�t ŒBC�AC��t ŒA�CB��AC�=2�t��
aY = iC 7! .i�CA�CB�� � i�/CBC� � i�

�
;

.ŒB��=2�= i� 7! i�/t�
bY = i� 7! i�CA�C � iC

� �
bge�

D

�
1

2

�
0 BC�AC�

A�CB�C A��CA�CB��AC�

��
t��

aY = iC 7! i�CBC� � i�CA�CB�� � i�
�
;

.ŒB��=2�= i� 7! i�/t�
bY = i� 7! i�CA�C � iC

� �
bge�
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Thus the proof is completed.

4.3 The unnormalized LMO invariant Z

Each Lagrangian cobordism can be presented by a unique bottom-top tangle in a
homology cube (Lemma 2.12). Thus, we merely define the LMO invariant of the former
to be the Kontsevich–LMO invariant of the latter. Taking into account parenthesizings,
this gives the following definition.

Definition 4.7 Let M be a Lagrangian q–cobordism from Fg to Ff . The unnormal-
ized LMO invariant of M is

Z.M / WDZ.B;  / 2A. /DA.C[ �/DA
� bge bf e�

where .B;  / is the bottom-top tangle presentation of M . More precisely,  is equipped
with the non-associative words

wt . / WD .wt .M /=� 7! .C�// and wb. / WD .wb.M /=� 7! .C�//

and the connected components of C and � are numbered increasingly along the x

direction, from 1 to g and from 1 to f respectively.

We will work mainly with the symmetrized version of Z.M /, namely

��1Z.M / 2A.bgeC[bf e�/:

It follows from Lemma 3.17 and Lemma 2.12 that ��1Z.M / is top-substantial.

To sum up, we have obtained so far a family of maps�
LCobq.w; v/ �!

tsA.jwj; jvj/;M 7�! ��1Z.M /
�
w;v

where v and w range over non-associative words in the single letter �. These maps
are easily seen to preserve the tensor product, but, the next subsection reveals that they
do not define a functor.

4.4 Normalization of the LMO invariant

Let us now see how the unnormalized LMO invariant Z of Lagrangian cobordisms
behaves with respect to composition.
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First of all, we fix some notations. For all formal variables x;y; r , set

�.x;yI r/ WD ��1

0BB@
x y

r

1CCA 2A.fx;y; rg/
where the brackets denote the exponential map in A.�!r ; fx;yg/ with respect to the
natural multiplication.

Remark 4.8 As observed in [3, Proposition 5.4], this formal series of Jacobi diagrams
can be computed from the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff series. Indeed, the BCH series

log .exp.x/ � exp.y// 2QŒŒx;y��

(where the variables x and y do not commute) belongs to the completed Lie Q–
algebra Lie.x;y/ freely generated by x and y . Recall that Lie.x;y/ embeds into
Ac.fx;y; rg/ by writing Lie commutators as r –rooted binary trees whose leaves are
colored by x and y , for example

Œx; ŒŒx;y�;y�� 7�!

x x y y

r

Thus, the BCH series defines a formal series of connected tree diagrams

ƒ.x;yI r/ 2Ac.fx;y; rg/:

It is easily seen that �.x;yI r/D Œƒ.x;yI r/�.

Next, we define an element of A .fxC;x�g/ by

T.xC;x�/ WD U�1
C tU�1

� t

Z
r

D
� .x�;y�I r�/t� .xC;yCI rC/ ; �

�1Z
�
T �

1

�E
y
:

In this formula, T1 denotes the bottom-top tangle of type .1; 1/ shown on Figure 2.5,
whose top and bottom components are labeled by yC and y� respectively.

Lemma 4.9 T.xC;x�/ is group-like in A .fxC;x�g/, and its s–reduction is
�

x�

xC
�

.
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Proof The Kontsevich integral of a q–tangle in Œ�1; 1�3 is group-like and the series
�.x;yI r/ is clearly group-like. So, by Theorem 3.6, the integrand in the formula
defining T.xC;x�/ is group-like. Since formal Gaussian integration transforms a
group-like element to a group-like element (again, by Theorem 3.6), we conclude that
T.xC;x�/ is group-like. Furthermore, that integrand is equal toD

� .x�;y�I r�/t� .xC;yCI rC/ ; �
�1Z

�
T �

1

�E
y

D

��
r�

x�
C

r�

y�
C

rC

xC
C

rC

yC
�
t .something inAY / ;

�
�

y�

yC
�
t .something inAY /

�
y

D

�
�

r�

rC
C

r�

x�
C

rC

xC
�
t .something inAY / :

Thus, after formal Gaussian integration, one gets

T.xC;x�/D

�
x�

xC
�
t

�
something in AY

�
:

Finally, for all integers g � 0, we set

Tg WD T.1C; 1�/t � � � tT.gC;g�/ 2A
�
bgeC[bge�

�
:

By Lemma 4.9, Tg is a group-like element of tsA.g;g/ and its s–reduction is Idg .

Lemma 4.10 Let w be a non-associative word of length g in the single letter �, and
let M and N be two Lagrangian q–cobordisms such that wt .M / D wb.N / D w .
Then, we have

��1Z.M ıN /D ��1Z.M / ıTg ı�
�1Z.N /:

Proof Let .B;  / and .C; �/ be the bottom-top q–tangles corresponding to M and
N respectively. Let also .K;  / and .L; �/ be surgery presentations of .B;  / and
.C; �/ respectively. We denote by T the 2g–component oriented framed link in
Œ�1; 1�3 obtained by gluing the bottom-top tangle Tg from Figure 2.5 “between” C

and �� . Then, .K[T [L; �[�C/ is a surgery presentation of .B;  / ı .C; �/ so
that

Z.M ıN /D

Z
�0.K[T[L/

��1
�0.K[T[L/Z..K[T [L/� [ .�[ �C//

U
�C.K[T[L/
C tU ��.K[T[L/

�

:
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By the functoriality of the Kontsevich integral Z at the level of q–tangles in Œ�1; 1�3 ,
we can write

Z
�
.K[T [L/� [ .�[ �C/

�
DZ.K�

[  / ıZ.T �
g / ıZ.L� [ �/

where ı denotes the composition in the category A. This implies that

��1
�0.K[T[L/

�
Z..K[T [L/� [ .�[ �C//

�
D ��1

�0.T /

�
��1
�0.K /

�
Z.K�

[  /
�
ıZ.T �

g / ı�
�1
�0.L/

�
Z.L� [ �/

��
:

Since the matrices LkŒ�1;1�3.K/ and LkŒ�1;1�3.L/ are invertible, we can integrate by
iteration (see [3, Proposition 2.11]) along �0.K/, next along �0.L/ and finally along
�0.T /. Moreover, it is proved below that

(4–2) �˙.K[T [L/D �˙.K/CgC �˙.L/;

see also [5] for a similar formula. Thus, we obtain that

Z.M ıN /D U
�g
C tU�g

� t

Z
�0.T /

��1
�0.T /

�
Z.B;  / ıZ.T �

g / ıZ.C; �/
�

or, equivalently, that

��1Z.M ıN /

D U
�g
C tU�g

� t

Z
�0.T /

��1
�0.T /

�
��1
�0.�/

Z.B;  / ıZ.T �
g / ı�

�1
�0.�C/

Z.C; �/
�
:

Assume that M is a cobordism from Fg to Ff and that N is from Fh to Fg . We
number connected components of 1–manifolds as follows:

�0.
�/D bf e�; �0.

C/D bge[ �0.�
�/D bge\; �0.�

C/D bheC

�0.T
�
g /D bge

M; �0.T
C
g /D bge

O �0.T
�/D bge?; �0.T

C/D bge>:

The series �.x;yI r/ is designed so that

��1
�0.T /

�
��1
�0.�/

Z.B;  / ıZ.T �
g / ı�

�1
�0.�C/

Z.C; �/
�

D ��1
�0.T /

�
��0.C/

��1
�0. /

Z.B;  /ı��0.Tg/�
�1
�0.Tg/

Z.T �
g /ı��0.��/�

�1
�0.�/

Z.C; �/
�

D

� gG
iD1

�.iM; i[I i?/t

gG
iD1

�.i\; iO
I i>/;

��1Z.B;  /t��1Z.C; �/t��1Z.T �
g /

�
O\
[M
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D

�* gG
iD1

�.iM; i[I i?/t

gG
iD1

�.i\; iO
I i>/; ��1Z.T �

g /

+
MO

;

��1Z.B;  /t��1Z.C; �/

�
[\

We deduce that

��1Z.M ıN /D U
�g
C tU�g

� t

Z
?>

D
h� � � ; � � � iMO ; �

�1Z.M /t��1Z.N /
E
[\

D U
�g
C tU�g

� t

�Z
?>

h� � � ; � � � iMO ; �
�1Z.M /t��1Z.N /

�
[\

D

��
Tw

�
i� 7! i[

iC 7! i\

�
; ��1Z.M /t��1Z.N /

�
[\

which involves the following element of A.bgeC[bge�/:

Tw WD U
�g
C tU�g

� t

Z
?>

*
gG

iD1

�
�
iM; i�I i?

�
t

gG
iD1

�
�
iC; iO

I i>
�
; ��1Z

�
T �

g

�+
MO

:

Here, the bottom-top tangle Tg is equipped at the top and the bottom with the non-
associative word obtained from w by the rule “� 7! .C�/”. Since Tg is the tensor
product g times of T1 , one sees that

8 word w; ��1Z.T �
g /D �

�1Z.T �
1 /˝ � � �˝�

�1Z.T �
1 /„ ƒ‚ …

g times

2A.bgeO[bgeM/:

Thus, we conclude that Tw D Tg so that

��1Z.M ıN /D ��1Z.M / ıTg ı�
�1Z.N /:

It now remains to prove identity (4–2). The linking matrix of L[T [K in Œ�1; 1�3

can be decomposed as

Lk.L[T [K/D

0BB@
Lk.L/ Lk.L; ��/ 0 0

Lk.��;L/ Lk.��/ �Ig 0

0 �Ig Lk.C/ Lk.C;K/
0 0 Lk.K; C/ Lk.K/

1CCA :
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Let P be the non-degenerate matrix

P WD

0BB@
Il 0 0 0

�Lk.��;L/ �Lk.L/�1 Ig 0 0

0 0 Ig �Lk.C;K/ �Lk.K/�1

0 0 0 Ik

1CCA
where l and k are the number of connected components of L and K respectively. The
congruence P �Lk.L[T [K/ �P t gives0BB@

Lk.L/ 0 0 0

0 X� �Ig 0

0 �Ig XC 0

0 0 0 Lk.K/

1CCA
X� WD Lk.��/�Lk.��;L/ �Lk.L/�1

�Lk.L; ��/where

XC WD Lk.C/�Lk.C;K/ �Lk.K/�1
�Lk.K; C/:and

Using Claim 3.18 and the fact that LkB.
C/ D 0 (by Lemma 2.12), we obtain that

Lk.L[T [K/ is congruent to0BB@
Lk.L/ 0 0 0

0 LkC .�
�/ �Ig 0

0 �Ig 0 0

0 0 0 Lk.K/

1CCA
from which we deduce identity (4–2).

Lemma 4.10 suggests the following normalization of the LMO invariant.

Definition 4.11 The normalized LMO invariant of a Lagrangian q–cobordism M

from Fg to Ff is

zZ.M / WD ��1Z.M / ıTg 2A
�
bgeC[bf e�

�
where Z.M / is the unnormalized LMO invariant from Definition 4.7.

According to the next lemma, zZ.M / splits as

zZ.M /D ŒLk.M /=2�t zZY .M /

where zZY .M / 2AY
�
bgeC[bf e�

�
denotes the Y –reduction of zZ.M /.

Lemma 4.12 For every Lagrangian q–cobordism M from Fg to Ff , zZ.M / is
group-like and its s–reduction is ŒLk.M /=2�.
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Proof Let .B;  / be the bottom-top q–tangle in a homology cube corresponding to
M . Then, the definition of zZ.M / writes

zZ.M /D ��1Z.B;  / ıTg:

Since ��1Z.B;  / and Tg are both group-like (by Lemma 3.17 and Lemma 4.9
respectively), we conclude thanks to Lemma 4.5.

4.5 The LMO functor zZ

We can now state and prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.13 The normalized LMO invariant defines a tensor-preserving functor

zZW LCobq �!
tsA

from the category of Lagrangian q–cobordisms to the category of top-substantial Jacobi
diagrams.

Proof By Lemma 4.10, zZ preserves the composition law and, just like ��1Z , it
respects the tensor product as well. It remains to check that, for all non-associative
word w of length g , zZW LCobq.w;w/!

tsA.g;g/ sends Idw to Idg .

We know from Lemma 4.10 that zZ.Idw/ ı zZ.Idw/D zZ.Idw/. Let ? be the product
defined in Example 4.6: Lemma 4.5 implies that zZY .Idw/ ? zZY .Idw/ D zZY .Idw/.
Since zZY .Idw/ is group-like (by Lemma 4.12), it can be written as

zZY .Idw/D¿CT C .i–deg> k/

where k > 0 and T has i–degree k. Then, we must have 2 �T D T ie T D 0, so that
zZY .Idw/D¿.

Remark 4.14 More generally, we obtain a tensor-preserving functor

zZW QLCobq �!
tsA

since the arguments in the last two subsections work with rational coefficients as well.

5 Computation of the LMO functor by pieces

In order to compute the LMO functor zZ on a Lagrangian q–cobordism M , it is enough
to decompose M into “elementary pieces” – with respect to the composition law ı
and the tensor product ˝ of the category LCobq – and to know the values of zZ on
those pieces. In this section, we develop this approach.
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5.1 Generators of LCobq

We indicate a system of generators for the monoidal category LCobq . For this, we
recall from [17] that the monoidal category sLCob is generated by the morphisms

(5–1)
�
 ˙1

1;1 ; �; �;�; �;S
˙1; v˙

�
shown on Table 5.1 in their bottom-top tangle presentations. For instance, observe that
� D C 0

1
and that � D C 1

0
. Those generators of the monoidal subcategory sLCob of

LCob � Cob have the following categorical interpretation.

˘ The braiding  1;1 extends in a unique way to braidings  p;qW p˝ q! q˝p ,
defined for all p; q � 0, which give a braided category structure for Cob , and
hence for sLCob and LCob .

˘ H WD .1; �; �;�; �;S˙1/ is a braided Hopf algebra with invertible antipode, as
was first observed by Crane and Yetter [7] and Kerler [19] in the category Cob .

˘ The morphisms v˙ are “ribbon elements” of H in the sense of Kerler [20].

Let also Y W 3! 0 be the Lagrangian cobordism shown on Table 5.1 in its bottom-top
tangle presentation. This cobordism will be interpreted in Section 7.1 as the result of a
“clasper” surgery. As will be explained in Remark 7.8, it follows from clasper calculus
that the monoidal category LCob is generated by

(5–2)
�
 ˙1

1;1 ; �; �;�; �;S
˙1; v˙;Y

�
:

Example 5.1 The Poincaré sphere is the result of surgery in S3 along the .C1/–
framed right-handed trefoil. The punctured Poincaré sphere can be decomposed as
Y ı .vC˝ vC˝ vC/.

Example 5.2 Another cobordism of interest is the “co-duality” c 2 sLCob.0; 2/. As
a bottom tangle, this is

c WD :

As observed in [20], c decomposes as .�˝�/ ı .Id1˝�˝ Id1/ ı .v�˝ vC˝ v�/.

Finally, we can deduce from the previous discussion a system of generators for the
monoidal category LCobq . For this, equip the generators  ˙1

1;1
; �; �;�; �;S˙1; v˙ of

sLCob with the only possible parenthesizings, and lift Y 2 LCob.3; 0/ to

Y 2 LCobq ...��/�/;¿/ :
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 1;1 WD

 �1
1;1
WD

� WD� WD

� WD� WD

S WD S�1 WD

vC WD v� WD

Y WD

LCob

sLCob

Table 5.1: Generators of the monoidal categories sLCob and LCob .

Also, for all non-associative words u; v; w of total length g WD jujC jvjC jwj, let

Pu;v;wW .u.vw// �! ..uv/w/ and P�1
u;v;wW ..uv/w/ �! .u.vw//

be the lifts of Idg 2 LCob.g;g/. Then, the monoidal category LCobq is generated by
the morphisms

(5–3)
�
 ˙1

1;1 ; �; �;�; �;S
˙1; v˙;Y;

�
P˙1

u;v;w

�
u;v;w

�
:

5.2 Values of zZ on the generators

Thus, it is important to compute the functor zZ on each of the morphisms listed in
(5–3). Let us give some elements of computation.
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Lemma 5.3 Here are the exact values of zZ on some of the generators of LCobq :

zZ .�/ D ¿ 2A.f1�g/
zZ .�/ D ¿ 2A.f1Cg/
zZ.vC/ D ��1 exp

�
�

1
2

1�
�
2A.f1�g/

zZ.v�/ D ��1 exp
�

1
2

1�
�
2A.f1�g/:

Proof We have Z.�/ D ¿ and Z.v˙/ D exp
�
�

1
2

1�
�

by our normalization

of the Kontsevich integral: We deduce the values of zZ on � and v˙ . As for � , the
definition of zZ gives the following:

zZ .�/D ��1Z.�/ ıT1

D

�
��1Z.Id1/= i� 7! 0

�
ıT1

D

�
��1Z.Id1/ ıT1

.
i� 7! 0

�
D

�
zZ.Id1/

.
i� 7! 0

�
D

��
1�

1C
��

i� 7! 0

�
:

We conclude that zZ .�/D¿.

We can already observe the following fact about special Lagrangian cobordisms.

Corollary 5.4 For every M 2 sLCobq.w; v/, we have that
�
zZ.M /

ı
i� 7! 0

�
D¿.

Proof If M 2 sLCobq.w; v/, then �˝v ıM D �˝w . We deduce that ¿˝f ı zZ.M /D

¿˝g where f WD jvj and g WD jwj, so that ¿ ı zZ.M /D¿.

Lemma 5.3 is generalized by the following lemma, which reduces the computation of
the LMO functor on a special Lagrangian q–cobordism to the Kontsevich integral.
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Lemma 5.5 Let M 2 sLCobq.w; v/ where w and v are non-associative words of
length g and f respectively. Present M as a bottom-top tangle in the following way:

M D

#w1 #wg

L

where L is a tangle in Œ�1; 1�3 and where w1; : : : ; wg are non-associative words in
the letters .C;�/. Equip L with the non-associative words

wb.L/ WD .v=� 7! .C�// and wt .L/ WD
�
w=�i 7!

�
wiw

op
i

��
where the “opposite” word wop

i is obtained from wi by reading from right to left and
by changing all the signs. Then, zZ.M / can be computed from Z.L/ as follows:

zZ.M /D ��1

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1C gC

Cw1
Cwg

Z.L/

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

2
tsA.g; f /:

In this formula, the brackets denote exponentials, a directed rectangle means

WD C ˙ � � � �
:::

:::
:::

:::
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and, for every non-associative word u in the letters .C;�/, Cu 2A .#u/ is the doubling
anomaly defined by the following axioms.

.c1/ C¿ D¿ 2A.¿/ and C.C/ D#2A.#/.

.c2/ If u is obtained from u0 by changing its i th letter, then Cu D Si .Cu0/ where Si

is the “orientation-reversal” map on the i th component of #u0 .

.c3/ If uD .u1u2/ is the concatenation of two words u1 and u2 , then

Cu D
�
Cu1
˝Cu2

�
ı�CCu1;u2

 
Z

0@
..CC/.��//

1A
„ ƒ‚ …
2 A. / D A.##/

!
2A.#u1#

u2/:

In particular, if the Drinfeld associator ˆ is assumed to be even, we have

Cu D 2A .#u/ :

�Cu
�p
�
�

1p
�

1p
�

Proof Let  be the bottom-top q–tangle in Œ�1; 1�3 corresponding to M . Then,
as suggested by the above figure,  decomposes as L[U where L is as described
in the statement, and where U is the bottom-top q–tangle in Œ�1; 1�3 obtained from
Idg 2

t
b
T .g;g/ (which is equipped with the word .w=� 7! .C�// at the top and

at the bottom) in the following manner: We double the bottom components and, if
necessary, we reverse orientation of new components following the “instructions” given
by w1; : : : ; wg . By definition, we have

zZ.M /D ��1Z.Œ�1; 1�3;  / ıTg D �
�1 .Z.L/ ıZ.U // ıTg

where the second ı denotes the composition in A. Let

A.Idg/DA.
bge bge

/'A. bge
#
C���C/

�
�!A. bge

#
w1 � � � #

wg/'A.U /

be the map �C���Cw1;:::;wg
defined in Notation 3.13. We also set

C WD .C 0w1
˝Idwop

1
/˝� � �˝.C 0wg

˝Idwop
g
/2A.w1w

op
1
� � �wgw

op
g ; w1w

op
1
� � �wgw

op
g /
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where, for all non-associative words u in the letters .C;�/,

C 0u WDZ

�
�Cu

�
.C�/

��
2A

�
�Cu . /

�
DA.#u/

is the Kontsevich integral of the q–tangle obtained by doubling and by reversing
orientation of new components, in accordance with the “instructions” read in u. Then,
by adapting the argument of Le and Murakami [25, Lemma 4.1], we see that Z.U /D

C ı�Z.Idg/ in the category A. We deduce that

zZ.M /D ��1
�
Z.L/ ıC ı�Z.Idg/

�
ıTg:

Alternatively, we can write

zZ.M /D ��1
�0.UC/

�
��1
�0.L[U�/

�
Z.L/ ıC ı�Z.Idg/

��
ıTg

where UC and U� denote the top and the bottom components of U respectively.

Claim 5.6 Let X [Y be the gluing of two compact oriented 1–manifolds X and Y ,
such that all the connected components of X , Y and X [Y are intervals. Then, there
exists a � 2A .�0.X [Y /[�0.X /[�0.Y // such that

8a 2A.�0.X //; 8b 2A.�0.Y //; ��1 .�.a/[�.b//D h�; at bi�0.X /[�0.Y /:

Proof of Claim 5.6 The argument appears in [3, Proposition 5.4]. For instance, let us
assume that

X [Y D

Y

X
:

Then, we define

�0 WD

Y

Xx1

x2

x3

y1 y2

2A .X [Y; �0.X /[�0.Y //

where x1;x2;x3 and y1;y2 index the connected components of X and Y respectively.
We observe that

�.a/[�.b/D h�0; at bifx1;x2;x3g[fy1;y2g
:

Thus, � WD ��1.�0/ fits the statement.
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So, there exists some � such that

zZ.M /D
D
��1
�0.L/

.Z.L/ ıC /t��1
�0.U /

�Z.Idg/; �
E
�0.L/t�0.U�/

ıTg

D

D
��1
�0.L/

.Z.L/ ıC /t
�
��1
�0.U /

�Z.Idg/ ıTg

�
; �
E
�0.L/[�0.U�/

:

Recall that the composed map ��1
�0.U�/

���0.Id�g / can be described as an operation at
the level of the external vertices colored with bottom components of Idg . So, we obtain

��1
�0.U /

�Z.Idg/ ıTg D �
�1
�0.U�/

���0.Id�g /�
�1
�0.Idg/

Z.Idg/ ıTg

D ��1
�0.U�/

���0.Id�g /

�
��1
�0.Idg/

Z.Idg/ ıTg

�
D ��1

�0.U�/
���0.Id�g /

 "
gX

iD1
i�

iC
#!

D ��1
�0.U�/

0BBBBBBBBBB@

1C gC

#w1 #wg

1CCCCCCCCCCA
:

A reverse application of Claim 5.6 proves the lemma if each Cwi
is replaced by C 0wi

.

Thus, we should now prove that Cu D C 0u for all non-associative word u. The family
.C 0u/u clearly satisfies axioms .c1/ and .c2/. Compare the identity

C 0.u1u2/
D�CCC

u1;u2;u
op

2
u

op

1

.ˆ/ ı
�

Idu1
˝�CCC

u2;u
op

2
;u

op

1

.ˆ�1/
�

ı

�
Idu1
˝C 0u2

˝ Idu
op

1

�
ıC 0u1

D

�
C 0u1
˝C 0u2

˝ Idu
op

2
˝ Idu

op

1

�
ı�CCC

u1;u2;u
op

2
u

op

1

.ˆ/

ı

�
Idu1
˝�CCC

u2;u
op

2
;u

op

1

.ˆ�1/
�
ı

�
Idu1
˝�Cu2

� �
˝ Idu

op

1

�
ı�Cu1

� �
in the category A, to the identity

C 0.CC/ D�
CCC
C;C;��.ˆ/ ı

�
IdC˝�CCCC;�;�.ˆ

�1/
�
ı
�
IdC˝ ˝ Id�

�
ı

to conclude that the family .C 0u/u has the property .c3/ as well.
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Finally, let us assume that the associator ˆ is even. Let bZ 0

f denote the Kontsevich
integral as normalized by Le and Murakami in [25]. Observe that it differs from our Z

and from the invariant bZf introduced in [23; 24], by the values it takes on the “cap”
and the “cup”:

bZ0

f

�
.C�/

�
D

p
�

2A
� �

bZ0

f

�
.C�/

�
D p

�
2A

� �
:

Also, recall that bZ 0

f commutes with the “doubling” maps whatever the type of the
q–tangle is. Thus, by denoting �0 WD �0.�

C
u . //, we obtain

C 0u D Cu D
bZ0

f

�
�Cu

�
.C�/

��
]�0

�
1=
p
�
�˝�0

D�Cu
bZ0

f

�
.C�/

�
]�0

�
1=
p
�
�˝�0

D�Cu .
p
�/]�0

�
1=
p
�
�˝�0

:

This proves the last statement of the lemma.

We can apply Lemma 5.5 to obtain the exact values of zZ on ‰˙1
1;1

and S˙1 . The same
can be done for �;� and P˙1

u;v;w , but the answers then depend on the associator ˆ.
This completes our discussion on the values of zZ on the generators of the monoidal
category sLCobq .

5.3 Low-degree computations of zZ

We conclude this computational section by some explicit computations in low degree.

Lemma 5.7 Assume that the chosen Drinfeld associator ˆ is even. Then, we have

T1 D

�
1�

1C
�
t

0BB@¿� 1

8
�

1�

1C

�
1

48
�
1C 1C

C
1

8
�

1� 1�

1C 1C

C .i–deg> 2/

1CCA 2 tsA.1; 1/:
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Proof It follows from Theorem 4.13 that T1 is a unit of the algebra
�
tsA.1; 1/; ı

�
with inverse ��1Z.Id1/, where Id1 denotes the bottom-top tangle of Figure 2.6. The
Kontsevich integral of this tangle can easily be computed in low degree, using the fact
that the Drinfeld associator is equal to

ˆD 1C
1

24
� C .deg> 3/

since it has been assumed to be even. The reader may check that such a computation
gives the following result:

��1Z.Id1/D

�
1�

1C
�
t

0BB@¿C 1

8
�

1�

1C

C
1

48
�
1C 1C

�
1

8
�

1� 1�

1C 1C

C .i–deg> 2/

1CCA :
The next proposition computes the functor zZ up to internal degree 2.

Proposition 5.8 Assume that the chosen Drinfeld associator ˆ is even. Then, the
functor zZ reduced modulo .i–deg> 2/ takes the values shown on Table 5.2.

Proof Except for zZ.Y /, all the values given on Table 5.2 can be derived from Lemma
5.5 by computing the appropriate Kontsevich integral. Computation details are left to
the interested reader. As for zZ.Y /, it needs a special treatment. First, because

Y ı .�˝ Id2/D Y ı .Id1˝ �˝ Id1/D Y ı .Id2˝ �/D �˝ �;

we must have

logt zZ.Y /D a �
1C 2C 3C

C b1

1C1C 2C3C

C b2

2C2C 3C1C

C b3

3C3C 1C2C

C .i–deg> 2/

for some a; b1; b2; b3 2 Q. Using Le’s observation [22, Proposition 1.3] – see also
Ohtsuki [35, Lemma 11.22] – we obtain that

��1Z
�
�˝..��/�/

�
���1Z.Y /D

1C 2C 3C

C .i–deg> 1/:

By composing on the right-hand side with T3 , we obtain that

(5–4) zZ
�
�˝..��/�/

�
� zZ.Y /D

1C 2C 3C

C .i–deg> 1/:
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M logt zZ
s.M / logt zZ

Y .M / mod .i–deg> 2/

� 0 0

� 0 0

P˙1
u;v;w

jujCjvjCjwjX
iD1

i�

iC

0

v˙ �
1
2
�
1� 1�

1
48
�
1� 1�

S˙1 �
1�

1C

�
1
4
�

1�

1C

�
1
4
�

1� 1�

1C 1C

 ˙1
1;1 2�

1C

C
1�

2C

�
1
2
�

2� 1�

1C 2C

�
1�

1C

C
1�

2C

�
1
2
�

1�

1C2C

C
1

12
�

1�

1C1C 2C

C
1

12
�

1�

1C 2C 2C

�
1�

1C

C
2�

1C 1
2
�

1� 2�

1C

C
1

12
�

1� 2� 2�

1C

C
1

12
�

1�1� 2�

1C

�
1
4
�

1� 2�

1C 1C

Y 0 �
1C 2C 3C

C
1
2
�

1C1C 2C3C

C
1
2
�

2C2C 3C1C

C
1
2
�

3C3C 1C2C

c �
1� 2�

1
8
�
1� 2�

C
1
8
�
1�1� 2� 2�

Table 5.2: Values of the functor zZ up to internal degree 2 .
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Since zZ
�
�˝..��/�/

�
D zZ.�/˝3 D¿, we deduce that aD�1. Next, using that

Y ı .Id1˝ c/D Y ı .c˝ Id1/D Y ı .Id1˝ 
�1
1;1/ ı .c˝ Id1/D �;

we conclude that b1 D b2 D b3 D 1=2.

6 Functorial invariants of cobordisms between closed
surfaces

In this section, we show that a suitable reduction of the LMO functor factors through
the category of Lagrangian cobordisms between closed surfaces. In particular, we
recover the TQFT-like functor constructed by Le and the first author in [6].

6.1 A reduction of the LMO functor

Instead of considering cobordisms between surfaces with one boundary component
as we did in Section 2.1, we can consider cobordisms between closed surfaces. More
precisely, we replace the surface Fg by

cFg WD Fg [D

where D is a 2–disk such that @D D�@.Œ�1; 1�2 � 0/, and we replace the cube with
tunnels and handles C

gC
g� by

bC gC
g� WD C

gC
g� [ .D � Œ�1; 1�/ :

Thus, one obtains a category of cobordisms bCob including a subcategory of Lagrangian
cobordisms 1LCob , which can further be enhanced to 2LCobq . There is the functor

b�W C �! bC 8C D Cob;LCob;LCobq

that consists in gluing the 2–handle D � Œ�1; 1� along the “vertical” boundary of
cobordisms: This functor is bijective at the level of objects and surjective at the level
of morphisms.

On the diagrammatic side, we define a quotient category ctsA of tsA as follows. Let
I.g; f / denote the closure of the subspace of tsA.g; f / spanned by the Jacobi diagrams
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D that contain

: : : : : : : : : : : :

i�j� z� i�j� z� i�j� z� i�j� z�

WD C C � � �C

In the part of D that is drawn, one should see all the external vertices of D colored
with elements from bf e� : The labels are then denoted by i�; j�; : : : ; z� and may
contain repetitions.

Remark 6.1 By the IHX relation, the relation I can be re-written replacing labels
from bf e� by labels from bgeC .

Then, the quotient spaces ctsA.g; f / WD tsA.g; f /=I.g; f /

with g; f � 0, form a quotient category of tsA. We note that, in contrast with tsA,
there is no natural monoidal structure for ctsA .

Theorem 6.2 The LMO functor zZ , reduced modulo I , factors through 2LCobq :

LCobq

b�
��

zZ // tsA

b�
��

2LCobq
zZ

//___ ctsA

In order to prove Theorem 6.2, we need some further results. For every n � 0, let
˛n 2

sLCob.nC 1; n/ be the special cobordism drawn on Figure 6.1 as a bottom-top
tangle. Let � be the congruence relation on the category Cob generated by

˛n � �˝ Idn 8n� 0:

The quotient category is denoted by Cob=�. The following result gives an algebraic
characterization of the “kernel” of the canonical functor Cob!bCob .

Proposition 6.3 The functor b�W Cob!bCob induces an isomorphism

b�W Cob=��!bCob :

A similar statement holds for LCob and sLCob .
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: : :

: : :

: : :

1 2 nC 1

1 n

Figure 6.1: The cobordism ˛nW nC 1! n .

Proof We consider “bottom-top tangles” .bB ;  / which are defined as in Definition
2.9, except that we are now considering cobordisms bB from cF0 to cF0 (instead of
cobordisms B from F0 to F0 ). Such bottom-top tangles form a category ct

b
T and,

again, there is an obvious functor b�W t
b
T ! ct

b
T . Theorem 2.10 holds in this closed

case as well, which provides an isomorphism DW ct
b
T ! bCob . (Compare with [5].)

Moreover, the D construction obviously commutes with the b� operation. It follows
that the proposition is equivalent to showing that the functor b�W t

b
T ! ct

b
T determines

the congruence relation �.

So, let .B1; 1/ and .B2; 2/ 2
t
b
T .g; f / be such that .cB1 ; 1/ D .cB2 ; 2/. This

precisely means that there exists a homeomorphism �W cB1 !
cB2 which preserves the

orientations and the boundary parameterizations, and which sends 1 to 2 . Let X1

and X2 be the framed string knots in cB1 and cB2 respectively, corresponding to the
2–handles D � Œ�1; 1� attached to B1 and B2 respectively. If �.X1/D X2 , then �
restricts to a homeomorphism B1!B2 , so that .B1; 1/D .B2; 2/. Otherwise, we
perform a “slam-dunk” move (shown on Figure 2.9) along a framed 2–component link
L WD .R;V /� cB2 nX2 , where V is the “veering” X2 must follow to become �.X1/

and where R encircles X2 and V : This move provides a homeomorphism  W cB2 !�cB2

�
L

sending �.X1/ to X2 . Thus,  ı� restricts to a homeomorphism B1! .B2/L
which sends 1 to .2/L , said more concisely: .B1; 1/D .B2; 2/L . By adding an
extra bottom component to .B2; 2/ (which follows V in B2 ), we obtain .B2; 

0
2
/

such that f̨ ı .B2; 
0
2
/D .B2; 2/L and, of course, .�˝ Idf / ı .B2; 

0
2
/D .B2; 2/.

We conclude that .B1; 1/� .B2; 2/.
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Proof of Theorem 6.2 For every non-associative word v of length n in the single
letter �, we lift ˛n 2 LCob.nC 1; n/ to ˛v 2 LCobq ..�v/; v/. It suffices to prove the
following statement:

Claim 6.4 zZ.˛v/� zZ.�˝ Idv/ 2 I.nC 1; n/.

We can compute zZ.˛v/ by applying Lemma 5.5: The result is shown on Figure 6.2,
where w WD .v=� 7! .C�//.

��1

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2C .nC1/C1C

Cw

Z

 !

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

Figure 6.2: The value of zZ.˛v/ .

Let L be the tangle encapsulated in the box, then L is equipped with wb.L/Dw and
wt .L/D ..ww

op/w/. Thus, we have

zZ.˛v/D �
�1 .Z.L/ ıU /

where U is the part outside the box, and Z.L/ is easily computed:

Z.L/D
�
Id2n˝Z

�
�Cwop . /

��
ı�CCCw;wop;w

�
ˆ�1

�
:

The U part decomposes as a series over k � 0 when the exponential of the directed
rectangle is expanded: U D

P
k�0 Uk=k!. The very first term U0 of this series

contributes in zZ.˛v/ to

��1 .Z.L/ ıU0/D expt

 
nX

iD1
i�

.iC1/C
!
D zZ.�˝ Idv/;
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as is easily deduced from the fact that

Cw DZ

�
�Cw

�
.C�/

��
2A

�
�Cw. /

�
DA.#w/:

So, to justify Claim 6.4, it is enough to show that, for all k > 0, Z.L/ıUk belongs to
� .I.nC 1; n//. Using Remark 6.1, we see that

Z.L/ ıUk D
�
Id2n˝Z

�
�Cwop . /

��
ıUk mod �.I.nC 1; n//

by “pushing” directed rectangles arising from the “doubling” of the leftmost component
of ˆ�1 “towards the top”: This “pushing” means many applications of the IHX and
STU relations. Finally, by “pushing” the directed rectangles in Uk “towards” the struts
labelled by 2C; : : : ; .nC 1/C , we see that�

Id2n˝Z
�
�Cwop . /

��
ıUk D 0 mod �.I.nC 1; n//:

We conclude that Z.L/ ıUk is trivial modulo �.I.nC 1; n//.

6.2 Hom-duals of the LMO functor

Let us now explain how to recover from the LMO functor zZ the functor � constructed
by Le and the first author in [6]. For this, we need to derive from zZ other functors
whose target is the category of A.¿/–modules.

In general, for every integer k � 0, we denote by

zZk W LCobq �!ModA.¿/

the “Hom-dual” of the functor zZ defined by the object k of tsA, namely

zZk WD
tsA
�
k; zZ.�/

�
:

Explicitly, for all non-associative word w in the single letter �, we set

zZk.w/ WD
tsA.k; jwj/

and, for all M 2 LCobq.w; v/, we set

zZk.M / WD
�

tsA.k; jwj/ �! tsA.k; jvj/; x 7�! zZ.M / ıx
�
:

Similarly, we denote by
zZk
W LCobq �!ModA.¿/

the contravariant “Hom-dual” of the functor zZ defined by the object k of tsA, namely

zZk
WD

tsA
�
zZ.�/; k

�
:
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In the closed case, there are also functors

zZk W
2LCobq �!ModA.¿/ and zZk

W 2LCobq �!ModA.¿/;

which are covariant and contravariant respectively, and are defined by

zZk WD
ctsA
�
k; zZ.�/

�
and zZk

WD ctsA
�
zZ.�/; k

�
:

All those functors may be useful in the study of the categories LCob and 1LCob , but
we are particularly interested in the functors zZ0 and zZ0 .

Proposition 6.5 The following diagram is commutative:

LCobq

zZ0 //

b� ����

ModA.¿/:

2LCobq

zZ0

99ssssssssss

A similar statement holds for the contravariant functor zZ0 .

Proof Remark 6.1 implies that, for every integer g � 0,ctsA.0;g/D tsA.0;g/DA.bge�/:

So, the two functors zZ0 agree at the level of objects. For every k � 0 and for every
M 2 LCobq.w; v/, the diagram

tsA.k; jwj/

����

zZk.M / // tsA.k; jvj/

����ctsA.k; jwj/
zZk.
cM /

// ctsA.k; jvj/

is commutative since zZ.cM /D
2zZ.M / , by definition. Taking k D 0 shows that the

two functors zZ0 agree at the level of morphisms. A similar argument works for zZ0 .

We now aim at showing that the functor zZ0 determines the functor � defined in [6].
The later is defined on a restricted class of Lagrangian cobordisms.

Definition 6.6 A cobordism .M;m/ from FgC to Fg� is doubly Lagrangian if the
following two conditions are satisfied:
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(1) H1.M /Dm�;�.Ag�/CmC;�.BgC/,

(2) mC;�.AgC/ � m�;�.Ag�/ and m�;�.Bg�/ � mC;�.BgC/ as subgroups of
H1.M /.

Doubly Lagrangian cobordisms define a monoidal subcategory of LCob , which we
denote by dLCob . A subcategory 1dLCob of 1LCob is defined in a similar way. By
“reversion” of cobordisms (ie exchange of top and bottom, and reversion of the orienta-
tion), dLCob and 1dLCob are isomorphic to their respective opposite categories. The
opposite of 1dLCob is the category Z introduced in [5] and used in [6]. So, we wish to
compare our contravariant functor

zZ0
j2dLCobq

W
2dLCobq �!ModA.¿/

to the covariant functor
� W Z �!ModA.¿/

constructed in [6].

Thus, we consider an arbitrary cobordism cM 2
1dLCob .g; f / and we equip it at the

top and at the bottom with the left-handed parenthesizing .� � � ..��/ �/ � � � �/. On the
one hand, observe that zZ.cM / 2 ctsA .g; f / is not only bgeC–substantial but also
bf e�–substantial. So, the map zZ0.cM /W AY .bf eC/!AY .bgeC/ being defined by

x 7�!
D
.x= iC 7! i�/;

�
zZ.cM /= i� 7! i�

�E
bf e�

;

it extends by the same formula to a map A.bf eC/!A.bgeC/. On the other hand, there
is the operator �.cM /W A

� bf e�
!A

� bge�
associated to cM 2

1dLCob .g; f /D

Z.f;g/ in [6]. We deduce from the definitions that the diagram

A
�
bf eC

�
zZ0.cM /

��

A
�
bf eC

�h�;Tf i

'
oo �

'
// A
�

bf e
�

'

p
�
˝bf e

]bf e�// A
�

bf e
�

�.cM /
��

A
�
bgeC

�
A
�
bgeC

�
h�;Tgi

'oo
�

' // A
�

bge
�

'

p
�
˝bge

]bge�

// A
�

bge
�

is commutative, where h�;Tf i denotes
˝
.�= iC 7! i�/; .Tf = i� 7! i�/

˛
bf e�

.

Remark 6.7 The construction of the functor � in [6] needs to extend the Kontsevich
integral to trivalent graphs embedded in S3 . Our approach avoids this extension.
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7 The LMO functor as universal finite-type invariant

In this section, we prove the universality of the LMO functor among finite-type invariants
of Lagrangian cobordisms. This is achieved by clasper calculus.

7.1 Clasper calculus

This theory has been introduced independently by Goussarov and the second author
– see [16; 9; 12; 35]. For the reader’s convenience, we recall some of the definitions
following [16].

First of all, recall that clasper calculus applies to 3–manifolds with tangles, namely
pairs .M;  / where M is a compact oriented 3–manifold whose boundary (if any)
is identified with an abstract surface and where  �M is a framed oriented tangle
whose boundary (if any) corresponds to marked points on that surface.

A graph clasper is a compact surface G embedded into the interior of M n  and
decomposed in a certain way. Precisely, G should be decomposed into disks (the
nodes) and annuli (the leaves) which are connected by means of bands (the edges)
as follows: Each leaf should be connected to a single node and to no leaf, and each
node should be connected to exactly three nodes or leaves. Thus, if non-empty, each
connected component of G should contain at least one node.

The shape of G is the uni-trivalent graph which encodes the incidence rules of leaves
and nodes in G , where univalent and trivalent vertices correspond to leaves and nodes
respectively. The internal degree of G is the internal degree of its shape, ie the number
of nodes.

Example 7.1 If a graph clasper G is shaped like a “Y”, then it is called a Y –graph.
It has one single node which is connected to three leaves by three edges. With the
blackboard framing convention, it is pictured on Figure 7.1.

Remark 7.2 Graph claspers, as defined here, correspond to “allowable graph claspers”
in the terminology of [16].

A graph clasper carries surgery instructions. First, suppose that G is a Y –graph
in .M;  / and let N.G/ be its regular neighborhood in M n  . This is a genus 3

handlebody, where one can perform surgery along the six-component framed link B

shown on Figure 7.2.

The manifold with tangle obtained from .M;  / by surgery along G is .MG ; G/

where
MG WD .M n int N.G//[N.G/B
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Figure 7.1: A Y –graph.

B

Figure 7.2: The framed link B in the genus 3 handlebody.

and G is the trace in MG of  � .M n int N.G//.

Example 7.3 If M is the standard cube Œ�1; 1�3 and  is the trivial 3–component
top tangle, then we can consider the following Y –graph G :

.

Then, surgery along G produces the top tangle Y of Table 5.1.
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In general, suppose that G is a graph clasper in .M;  / of internal degree k . By
applying the “fission” rule

as many times as necessary, G can be transformed to a disjoint union Y .G/ of k

Y –graphs in M . The 3–manifold with tangle obtained from .M;  / by surgery along
G is the pair .M;  / obtained by surgery along all components of Y .G/.

Definition 7.4 Let k > 0 be an integer. The Yk –equivalence is the equivalence
relation among 3–manifolds with tangles generated by surgeries along connected graph
claspers of internal degree k (and by homeomorphisms that preserve the orientations
and the boundary parameterizations).

Remark 7.5 The Yk –equivalence is called “Ak –equivalence” in [16].

With this terminology recalled, let us characterize the Y1 –equivalence relation in the
case of bottom-top tangles in homology cubes.

Theorem 7.6 (Matveev [29], Murakami–Nakanishi [33]) Two bottom-top tangles in
homology cubes .B;  / and .B0;  0/ are Y1 –equivalent if, and only if, they have the
same linking matrix.

Proof It is well-known (and easily checked from the definition) that surgery along a
Y –graph preserves any information of homological-type, eg linking numbers. Assume
that .B;  / has the same linking matrix as .B0;  0/. By a result due to Matveev [29], any
homology sphere is Y1 –equivalent to S3 . So, .B;  / and .B0;  0/ are Y1 –equivalent
to some bottom-top tangles .Œ�1; 1�3; 0/ and .Œ�1; 1�3;  0

0
/ respectively. Since 0

and  0
0

have the same linking matrix in Œ�1; 1�3 , a theorem due to Murakami and
Nakanishi [33] guarantees that 0 and  0

0
are connected one to the other by isotopies

and “�–moves.” Those moves being realizable by surgeries along Y –graphs, we
deduce that .Œ�1; 1�3; 0/ is Y1 –equivalent to .Œ�1; 1�3;  0

0
/.

Corollary 7.7 Two Lagrangian cobordisms .M;m/ and .M 0;m0/ from Fg to Ff
are Y1 –equivalent if, and only if, there exists an isomorphism  W H1.M /!H1.M

0/
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such that the following diagram commutes:

H1.M /

' 

��

H1.Ff /

m�;�

99ssssssssss

m0�;� %%KKKKKKKKKK
H1.Fg/:

mC;�

eeLLLLLLLLLL

m0
C;�yyrrrrrrrrrr

H1.M
0/

Proof Let .B;  / and .B0;  0/ be the bottom-top tangles in homology cubes corre-
sponding to M and M 0 respectively. Then, by Theorem 7.6, M is Y1 –equivalent to
M 0 if and only if LkB. /D LkB0.

0/. This amounts to say that�
8i 2 f1; : : : ; f g; m�;�.ˇi/Dm0�;�.ˇi/ 2H1.M /DH1.M

0/

8i 2 f1; : : : ;gg; mC;�.˛i/Dm0C;�.˛i/ 2H1.M /DH1.M
0/

where the identification H1.M /DH1.M
0/ is defined by m�;�.˛i/Dm0�;�.˛i/ for

all i D 1; : : : ; f , and mC;�.ˇi/Dm0C;�.ˇi/ for all i D 1; : : : ;g .

Remark 7.8 According to Corollary 7.7, any Lagrangian cobordism is Y1 –equivalent
to a special Lagrangian cobordism. It follows from Example 7.3 that the monoidal
category LCob is generated by the subcategory sLCob together with the morphism
Y W 3! 0.

7.2 Universality of the LMO functor

We now prove that the LMO functor is universal among rational-valued finite-type
invariants. Let us start by recalling what a “finite-type invariant” is.

In general, we fix a Y1 –equivalence class M0 of 3–manifolds, and we denote by
Q�M0 the Q–vector space generated by its elements. Consider the following subspace:

Fk

�
M0

�
WD

D
ŒM;G�

ˇ̌̌
M 2M0 and G is a graph clasper in M of i–degree k

E
Q
:

Here, ŒM;G� denotes the surgery bracket defined by

ŒM;G� WD
X

G0�G

.�1/jG
0j
�MG0 2Q �M0

where the sum is taken over all subsets G0 � G of the set of connected components of
G . The Y –filtration is the series

(7–1) Q �M0
� F1

�
M0

�
� F2

�
M0

�
� F3

�
M0

�
� � � �
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whose associated graded vector space is denoted by

G
�
M0

�
D

Y
i�0

Gi

�
M0

�
WD

Y
i�0

Fi

�
M0

�
FiC1

�
M0

� :
Definition 7.9 Let V be a Q–vector space. A map f WM0 ! V is a finite-type
invariant of degree at most d if its linear extension to Q�M0 vanishes on FdC1

�
M0

�
.

We now come back to the case of Lagrangian cobordisms. Lemma 4.12 together with
Corollary 7.7 tell us that the Y1 –equivalence class of a Lagrangian cobordism M is
encoded by the s–reduction of zZ.M /. We are now going to see that rational finite-type
invariants of M of positive degree correspond to the Y –reduction of zZ.M /. For this,
we need an intermediate result, which is proved by clasper calculus [9; 16; 12; 35].

Theorem 7.10 (Garoufalidis [8]) Let M0 be a Y1 –equivalence class of Lagrangian
cobordisms from Fg to Ff . Then, there exists a surjective graded linear map

SW AY .bgeC[bf e�/ �! G.M0/

which realizes each Jacobi diagram as a graph clasper in a representative of M0 , and
performs the surgery bracket along it.

Let us specify what is meant by the “realization” of a Jacobi diagram. For this, we first
choose a representative .M 0;m0/ in the class M0 . Let

D 2AY .bgeC[bf e�/

be a Jacobi diagram without struts and of i–degree i . As a vertex-oriented graph, D

can be thickened in a unique way to an oriented surface (vertices are thickened to
disks, and edges to bands). Cut a smaller disk in the interior of each disk that has been
produced from an external vertex of D . One gets an oriented compact surface S.D/,
decomposed into disks, bands and annuli (corresponding to internal vertices, edges
and external vertices of D respectively). Use the induced orientation on @S.D/ to
orient the cores of the annuli. Embed S.D/ into the interior of M 0 in such a way that
each annulus of S.D/, as a framed oriented knot, is a push-off into the interior of M 0

of the framed curve m0
�. j̨ / � @M

0 (respectively m0
C. ǰ / � @M

0 ) if the color of
the corresponding external vertex of D is j� (respectively jC ). We obtain a graph
clasper C.D/�M 0 of shape D , which we call a topological realization of the Jacobi
diagram D . Then, we set

S.D/ WD
nh

M 0;C.D/
io
2 Gi.M0/:
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The map S is well-defined, surjective and does not depend on the initial choice of
.M 0;m0/ in the class M0 . (See [8, Theorem 1] for a proof.)

The universality of the LMO functor is formulated as follows.

Theorem 7.11 Let M0 be a Y1 –equivalence class of Lagrangian cobordisms from
Fg to Ff . Let also w and v be non-associative words in the single letter � of length g

and f respectively. Then, the i–degree i part of

zZY
WM0

�!AY .bgeC[bf e�/; M 7�! zZY

�
M equipped with the words

wt .M /D w, wb.M /D v

�
;

is a finite-type invariant of degree i . Moreover, the induced map

Gr zZY
W G.M0/ �!AY .bgeC[bf e�/

gives, up to an explicit sign, a right-inverse to the surgery map S from Theorem 7.10.
In particular, S and Gr zZY are both isomorphisms.

Of course, when M0 D fŒ�1; 1�3g is the class of homology cubes, we recover Le’s
result on the universality of the LMO invariant for homology spheres [21; 22; 35].

Proof of Theorem 7.11 Let M 2M0 and let C be a graph clasper in M . Let i

be the internal degree of C , and let c be the number of its connected components.
By “fission”, C can be transformed to a disjoint union Y .C / D C1 [ � � � [Ci of i

Y –graphs. Then,
ŒM;C �D .�1/i�c

� ŒM;Y .C /�:

We can write M 2 LCobq.w; v/ as

M D
�

Idv˝
�
� � �

�
�˝..��/�/1˝ �

˝..��/�/
2

�
˝ � � � � � � ˝ �˝..��/�/i

��
ıR

where Idv 2 LCobq.v; v/ is the identity of the object v , where �˝..��/�/j is a copy of
�˝..��/�/ and corresponds to a regular neighborhood of the Y –graph Cj , and where
R belongs to LCobq

�
w; v˝ ..��/�/˝i

�
. More precisely, we assume that the picture

of Cj in �˝3
j is exactly
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so that �˝..��/�/j surgered along Cj is a copy of the generator Y of LCobq , which
we denote by Yj . Since the functor zZ preserves the tensor product, we deduce that

zZ .ŒM;C �/D .�1/iCc
�

0@ zZ.Idv/˝ iO
jD1

�
zZ
�
�˝..��/�/j

�
� zZ

�
Yj

��1A ı zZ.R/:
Proposition 5.8 implies that
(7–2)

zZ .ŒM;C �/D .�1/iCc
�

0@24 fX
kD1

k�

kC

35˝ iO
jD1

 
1C 2C 3C

!1Aı ŒLk.R/=2�C.i–filter> i/:

In particular, zZ .ŒM;C �/ has i–filter at least i , which implies that zZY .ŒM;C �/ starts
in i–degree i . This proves that the i–degree .i�1/ part of zZY is a finite-type invariant
of degree i � 1.

In order to prove the second statement, we must carry on our argument further. We
now assume that the graph clasper C is the topological realization of a Jacobi diagram
D 2AY

�
bgeC[bf e�

�
:

C D C.D/

as described just after Theorem 7.10. Let .B;  / be a bottom-top tangle presentation
of R: Then, a bottom-top tangle presentation of M is obtained by deleting the last
3i bottom components of  , which correspond to the leaves of Y .C / and are labeled
with the finite set

L WDf.f C 1/�; .f C 2/�; .f C 3/�; : : : ; .f C 3i � 2/�; .f C 3i � 1/�; .f C 3i/�g :

A leaf of Y .C / can be of two types: Either it was already a leaf of C , or it has born
from the “fission” process in which case it has a twin. Thus, there is a distinguished
subset O of L which correspond to “old leaves”, and a distinguished symmetric subset
T of L�L corresponding to “twin leaves”. To each l 2O , we can associate an unique
c.l/ 2 bgeC [ bf e� , which is the color of the corresponding external vertex of D .
Then, the identity

(7–3) Lk.R/D Lk.M /C 2 �
X
l2O

l

c.l/
�

X
.t1;t2/2T

t1

t2

between linear combinations of struts is satisfied. The minus sign in this identity is
seen by comparing the “fission” process C  Y .C / with the “realization” process
D C.D/. We inject (7–3) into (7–2) and we use Lemma 4.5 to obtain

zZ .ŒM;C �/D .�1/iCcCe
� ŒLk.M /=2�tDC .i–filter> i/
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where e is the number of internal edges of C . We conclude that

(7–4) Gr zZY
ıS.D/D .�1/iCcCe

�D

where the explicit sign is determined by8<:
i D internal degree of D

c D number of connected components of D

e D number of internal edges of D:

Remark 7.12 Lescop has proved that the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston invariant
satisfies a “splitting formula” with respect to Q–homology handlebody replacements:
See her paper [27] for a precise statement. Using the same kind of arguments as those
used in the proof of Theorem 7.11, we can prove that the LMO invariant satisfies the
same formula.

Corollary 7.13 Let f;g � 0 be integers. For every connected Jacobi diagram D 2

AY
�
bgeC[bf e�

�
of internal degree i , and for all non-associative words v and w of

length f and g respectively, there exists an M 2 LCobq.w; v/ such that

zZY .M /D¿CDC .i–deg> i/ 2AY
�
bgeC[bf e�

�
:

Proof This is a direct application of Theorem 7.11 to the Y1 –equivalence class of the
cube with tunnels and handles C

g

f
D �˝f ı �˝g .

8 The LMO homomorphism of homology cylinders

In this final section, we apply the LMO functor zZ to the study of homology cylinders,
whose definition we first recall.

8.1 The monoid Cyl.Fg/ of homology cylinders

Homology cylinders have been introduced in [11; 16] by Goussarov and the second
author, in connection with surgery equivalence relations and finite-type invariants.

Definition 8.1 A homology cylinder over Fg is a cobordism .M;m/ from Fg to Fg

such that m˙;�W H1.Fg/!H1.M / is an isomorphism and mC;� Dm�;� .

It is easily seen that the set Cyl.Fg/ of homology cylinders over Fg is a monoid for
the composition law ı of cobordisms and that

Cyl.Fg/� LCob.g;g/:
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Note that, for all Lagrangian cobordism M from Fg to Fg ,

M 2 Cyl.Fg/” Lk.M /D

�
0 IC�g

I�Cg 0

�
:

It follows from Corollary 7.7 that Cyl.Fg/ is the Y1 –equivalence class of the trivial
cobordism Idg D Fg � Œ�1; 1�.

Example 8.2 Let I.Fg/ denote the Torelli group of the surface Fg , namely the kernel
of the canonical homomorphism M.Fg/!Aut.H1.Fg//; h 7!h� . Then, the mapping
cylinder construction restricts to an inclusion of monoids

I.Fg/ ,! Cyl.Fg/:

8.2 The LMO homomorphism zZ Y

We now restrict the Y –part of the LMO functor to the monoid of homology cylinders.
Precisely, we assign to each homology cylinder M over Fg the series of Jacobi
diagrams

zZY .M / 2AY .bgeC[bge�/

where M is seen as a Lagrangian q–cobordism with

wt .M /D wb.M /D .� � � ..��/ �/ � � � �/ :

Then, Theorem 4.13 has the following consequence.

Corollary 8.3 The LMO invariant of homology cylinders defines a monoid homomor-
phism

zZY
W
�
Cyl.Fg/; ı

�
!

�
AY .bgeC[bge�/; ?

�
:

Here, the multiplication ? is the product defined in Example 4.6. Recall that the
formula for any D;E 2AY .bgeC[bge�/ is

D ?E D
˝ �

D
ı

iC 7! iCC i�
�
;
�
E
ı

i� 7! i�C i�
� ˛
bge�

:

This multiplication ? essentially coincides with the operation defined by Garoufalidis
and Levine under the same symbol in [10]. See Remark 8.7 below.

For future use, let us give an alternative description of the algebra
�
AY.bgeC[bge�/; ?

�
.

We consider the vector space

A
�
Fg

�
WD

Q �

�
vertex-oriented uni-trivalent graphs without struts and whose

external vertices are colored with H1.Fg/ and are totally ordered

�
AS, IHX, STU-like, multilinearity
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introduced by the second author in [16, Section 8.5]. Here, the AS and IHX relations
are as usual, while the multilinearity and STU-like relations are defined on Figure
8.1. The space A

�
Fg

�
is graded by the internal degree of uni-trivalent graphs, and its

degree completion is denoted the same way.

x yxCy

x y xy
� � �< < < � � � � � �< < < � � �

� D .y �x/

D C

Figure 8.1: The multilinearity and the STU-like relations. (Here, x;y belong
to H1.Fg/ and y �x denotes their homological intersection.)

For all diagrams D;E 2 A.Fg/, let D<
tE denote the disjoint union of D and E

where the external vertices are totally ordered in such a way that the vertices of E are
upper than those of D , and the given order of the vertices of E (respectively D ) is
preserved. By linear extension, one obtains an operation <

t W A.Fg/�A.Fg/!A.Fg/,
called the ordered disjoint union.

Lemma 8.4 There is a Q–algebra isomorphism

'W
�
AY .bgeC[bge�/; ?

�
�!

�
A.Fg/;

<
t

�
defined by declaring that “each i�–colored vertex should be lower than any iC–colored
vertex” and by changing the colors of external vertices according to the rules .i� 7! ˛i/

and .iC 7! ˇi/.

Proof First of all, the map ' is well-defined for the following reason: For any diagram
D 2A.Fg/ whose external vertices are colored by the j̨ and ˇk (rather than linear
combinations of these), only the order of the ˛i –colored vertices with respect to the
ˇi –colored vertices (for each i D 1; :::;g ) is relevant.

Let D 2A.Fg/ be a diagram whose external vertices are colored by the j̨ and ˇk :
Let n.D/ be the number of couples .a; b/ where a is an ˛i –colored vertex of D , b

is a ˇi –colored vertex of D and a > b . If n.D/D 0, then D belongs to Im.'/. If
not, the STU-like relation allows one to write D as D0CD00 with n.D0/D n.D/� 1
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and n.D00/ < n.D/. Thus, by induction on n.D/, one concludes that D belongs to
Im.'/. It follows that ' is surjective.

Let D 2A.Fg/ be a diagram whose external vertices are colored by the j̨ and ˇk .
Let  .D/ be�

sum of all ways of connecting some ˛i–colored
vertices of D to some lower ˇi–colored vertices

�
˛i 7! i�

ˇi 7! iC

�
& forget the order

:

Then, by linear extension, one gets a homomorphism  W A.Fg/!AY .bgeC[bge�/.
Since  ı' is the identity, we conclude that ' is injective.

Let D;E 2 AY .bgeC [ bge�/ be Jacobi diagrams. Then, D ?E is the sum of all
ways of gluing some i�–colored vertices of E to some iC–colored vertices of D .
Thus, D ?E is equal to  

�
'.D/<t'.E/

�
.

Let � be the usual coproduct of AY .bgeC[bge�/. There is a similar coproduct on
A.Fg/ defined by the formula

�.D/ WD
X

DDD0tD00

D0˝D00

where, for all decomposition D0 tD00 of D , the total ordering of the external vertices
of D0 (respectively D00 ) in D0˝D00 is induced by the given order on D .

Let " be the usual augmentation of AY .bgeC [ bge�/. There is also a linear map
"W A.Fg/! Q defined by a similar formula, namely �.D/ D ıD;¿ for all Jacobi
diagram D .

Proposition 8.5
�
A.Fg/;

<
t ;¿; �; "

�
and

�
AY.bgeC[bge�/; ?;¿; �; "

�
are cocom-

mutative graded Hopf algebras and are isomorphic via ' .

Proof One easily sees that
�
A.Fg/;

<
t ;¿; �; "

�
is a Hopf algebra and that � ı' D

.'˝ '/ ı�. Thus,
�
AY .bgeC[bge�/; ?;¿; �; "

�
is a Hopf algebra as well and is

isomorphic to the previous one. These two algebras are graded by the internal degree.

8.3 The algebra dual to finite-type invariants of homology cylinders

We now formulate the universality of the LMO homomorphism among rational-valued
finite-type invariants of homology cylinders. In other words, we apply the results from
Section 7.2 to the Y1 –equivalence class

M0
WD Cyl.Fg/:
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In this case, the Y –filtration (7–1) defines a filtration

Q
�
Cyl.Fg/

�
� F1

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
� F2

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
� F3

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
� � � �

of the monoid algebra Q
�
Cyl.Fg/

�
in the sense that

Fi

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
ıFj

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
� FiCj

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
:

The associated graded algebra G
�
Cyl.Fg/

�
is called the algebra dual to finite-type

invariants of homology cylinders.

The LMO homomorphism from Corollary 8.3 extends in the natural way to an algebra
homomorphism

zZY
W Q

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
�!AY .bgeC[bge�/:

Then, Theorem 7.11 specializes to the following statement.

Corollary 8.6 The algebra homomorphism zZY W Q
�
Cyl.Fg/

�
!AY .bgeC[bge�/

sends the Y –filtration to the i–degree filtration, and induces an isomorphism at the
graded level. Moreover, the inverse map of

Gr zZY
W G

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
�!AY .bgeC[bge�/

is, up to an explicit sign, the surgery map S that realizes each Jacobi diagram as a
graph clasper in Fg � Œ�1; 1� and performs the surgery bracket along it.

Remark 8.7 Let us mention how Corollary 8.6 connects to prior results.

(1) Together with Proposition 8.5, it proves that the algebra dual to finite-type
invariants of homology cylinders is isomorphic to

�
A.Fg/;

<
t

�
. This had been

announced by the second author in [16, Section 8.5].

(2) Garoufalidis and Levine have shown in [10], by means of clasper calculus, that the
surgery map S is surjective and sends (a sign-modification of) the multiplication
? of Jacobi diagrams to the composition ı of homology cylinders.

(3) The fact that the domain and the codomain of Gr zZY are isomorphic as vector
spaces has already been proved by Habegger [13, Theorem 2.7]. He used a
different construction of the LMO invariant for homology cylinders, but he did
not consider the multiplicativity issue. See Remark 8.13 below.
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8.4 The Lie algebra of homology cylinders

The sequence of Yk –equivalence relations (k � 1) filters the monoid Cyl.Fg/ if one
defines

Cylk.Fg/ WD
˚
M 2 Cyl.Fg/ WM is Yk –equivalent to Fg � Œ�1; 1�

	
:

According to [11; 16], the quotient monoid Cylk.Fg/=Yl is a group for all l � k � 1

and, furthermore, the following inclusion holds for all k; k 0 � 1 and l � kC k 0 :�
Cylk.Fg/=Yl ; Cylk0.Fg/=Yl

�
� CylkCk0.Fg/=Yl :

The graded Lie algebra of homology cylinders is the graded vector space

Cyl.Fg/ WD
Y
i�1

Cyli.Fg/

YiC1

˝Q

with the Lie bracket defined by taking commutators in the groups Cyl.Fg/=Yl ’s. This
Lie algebra has been introduced by the second author in [16, Section 8.5].

On the diagrammatic side, let AY;c.bgeC[bge�/ be the subspace of AY .bgeC[bge�/

spanned by non-empty connected Jacobi diagrams. This is the subspace of primitive
elements and, so, is a Lie algebra with bracket Œx;y� WD x ?y �y ?x .

Theorem 8.8 The LMO homomorphism of homology cylinders induces a graded Lie
algebra isomorphism

Gr zZY
W Cyl.Fg/ �!AY;c.bgeC[bge�/

that, for all M 2 Cyli.Fg/, sends fM g˝ 1 to the i–degree i part of zZY .M /.

Proof Doing clasper calculus, one can show in a way similar to the proof of Theorem
7.10 that there is a surjective graded Lie algebra map

(8–1) AY;c.bgeC[bge�/! Cyl.Fg/

which “realizes” each connected Jacobi diagram as a graph clasper in Fg � Œ�1; 1� and
performs surgery along it. The linear map
(8–2)Y

i�1

Cyli.Fg/

YiC1

˝Q!
Y
i�1

Fi

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
FiC1

�
Cyl.Fg/

� ; fM g˝ 1 7!
˚
M � .Fg � Œ�1; 1�/

	
;

preserves the Lie bracket because of the algebraic identity

xyx�1y�1
� 1D Œx� 1;y � 1�C ..x� 1/.y � 1/� .y � 1/.x� 1// .x�1y�1

� 1/:
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Composing (8–1) with (8–2), one gets minus the surgery map S from Corollary 8.6
restricted to connected diagrams. The conclusion follows since the inverse of S is (up
to an explicit sign) Gr zZY .

Remark 8.9 It should be emphasized that the LMO homomorphism zZY strongly
depends on the choice of meridians and parallels .˛; ˇ/ on the surface Fg . Nevertheless,
it can be proved by clasper calculus that the composed map

Cyl.Fg/
Gr zZY

'
// AY;c.bgeC[bge�/

'

'
// Ac.Fg/

is independent of the choice of .˛; ˇ/, so that it only depends on the surface Fg .

We can deduce from the previous results that studying rational finite-type invariants of
homology cylinders is equivalent to studying the Lie algebra of homology cylinders.

Corollary 8.10 The algebra dual to finite-type invariants of homology cylinders is the
enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of homology cylinders:

G
�
Cyl.Fg/

�
' U

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
:

Proof It appears from the proof of Theorem 8.8 that the linear mapY
i�1

Cyli.Fg/

YiC1

˝Q!
Y
i�1

Fi

�
Cyl.Fg/

�
FiC1

�
Cyl.Fg/

� ; fM g˝ 1 7!
˚
M � .Fg � Œ�1; 1�/

	
is an embedding of Lie algebras, whose image is S

�
AY;c.bgeC[bge�/

�
.

By Proposition 8.5, AY .bgeC[bge�/ is a co-commutative Hopf algebra isomorphic
to A.Fg/. Using the STU-like relation, the latter is easily seen to be generated by its
primitive elements: So is the former. It follows from Milnor–Moore’s theorem [30]
that AY .bgeC[bge�/ is the enveloping algebra of AY;c.bgeC[bge�/.

Remark 8.11 The third author gave an algebraic proof of Corollary 8.10 in [28].

8.5 The tree-reduction of the LMO invariant

Following Habegger’s approach [13], which we are going to recall, we now connect
the tree-reduction of zZY to Johnson homomorphisms.

For every integer l � 1, let r1; : : : ; rl be l points on Œ�1; 1�2 chosen uniformly in the
x direction as shown in Figure 8.2.
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r1 rl

x

y

.

Figure 8.2: The standard points r1; : : : ; rl on Œ�1; 1�2 .

Definition 8.12 By a string-link on l strands, we mean an equivalence class of couples
.B;  / where B is a cobordism from F0 to F0 and  is an l –component framed
oriented tangle in B whose each component i runs from ri � .�1/ to ri � 1.

Given two string-links .C; �/ and .B;  / on l strands, the gluing of  to � defines a
string-link in B ıC (composition in Cob ). Thus, the set of string-links on l strands is
a monoid and we are interested in the following submonoids:

Sn WD
˚
string-link .B;  / WH�.B/'H�.Œ�1; 1�3/

	
[

S0
n WD

˚
string-link .B;  / WH�.B/'H�.Œ�1; 1�3/ and LkB. /D 0

	
:

There are many ways to transform a bottom-top tangle of type .g; f / to a string-link on
f Cg strands. Figure 8.3 illustrates a way to do this in the special case when f D g .
This bijection transforms Idg 2

t
b
T .g;g/ to the trivial .2g/–component string-link in

Œ�1; 1�3 and, so, sends the Y1 –equivalence class of the former to the Y1 –equivalence
class of the latter. According to Matveev [29] and Murakami and Nakanishi [33], the
Y1 –equivalence class of the trivial n–component string-link is exactly S0

n . Hence there
is a bijection

MJW Cyl.Fg/
' // S0

2g
;

which is called the Milnor–Johnson correspondence. This is essentially the bijection
introduced under the same name by Habegger in [13].

Remark 8.13 In his paper [13], Habegger defines the LMO invariant of homology
cylinders to be the composed map

Cyl.Fg/
'

MJ // S0
2g

��1Z // AY .b2ge/

where the letter Z denotes the Kontsevich–LMO invariant of string-links in homology
cubes (as defined in Section 3.5). But, since the map MJ is not multiplicative, it does
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not seem easy to understand how this invariant of homology cylinders behaves with
respect to composition of cobordisms.

x
y

z

MJ

& change of orientation
of the left component

Figure 8.3: From a bottom-top tangle of type .g;g/ to a string-link on 2g

strands. (Here, g D 1; if g > 1 , the picture must be repeated g times in the
x direction.)

Theorem 8.14 (Habegger [13]) The Milnor–Johnson correspondence relates the
Johnson homomorphisms of homology cylinders to the Milnor invariants of string-links
in homology cubes2.

Proof As mentioned previously, one could check that our version of the Milnor–
Johnson correspondence essentially coincides with Habegger’s one (which is not
obvious from the definitions) and appeal to his result [13, Theorem 2.1]. Instead,
we prefer to repeat his arguments in our formulation of the MJ correspondence, which
gives the opportunity to review Milnor invariants and Johnson homomorphisms.

Review of Johnson homomorphisms for homology cylinders [10]. Let � denote
�1.Fg;�/ which is free with basis .˛1; : : : ; ˛g; ˇ1; : : : ; ˇg/, as shown on Figure 2.1.

Let .M;m/ 2 Cyl.Fg/. Since m˙W Fg !M induces an isomorphism at the level
of homology, it induces an isomorphism at the level of each nilpotent quotient of the
fundamental groups (Stallings [36]), hence a monoid anti-homomorphism

(8–3) Cyl.Fg/ �! Aut.�=�nC1/; .M;m/ 7�!mC;�
�1
ım�;�:

2See the proof below for the precise statement.
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Let Cyl.Fg/Œn� be its kernel, whose elements are said to have Johnson filtration n.
For instance, Cyl.Fg/Œ1� is Cyl.Fg/. There is the exact sequence of groups

1! Hom.�=�2; �nC1=�nC2/! Aut.�=�nC2/! Aut.�=�nC1/

where a group homomorphism t W �=�2! �nC1=�nC2 goes to the automorphism of
�=�nC2 defined by fxg 7! fx � t.fxg/g. So, the restriction of the map (8–3) at the
.nC 1/st level to Cyl.Fg/Œn� gives a map

�nW Cyl.Fg/Œn�! Hom.�=�2; �nC1=�nC2/' �=�2˝�nC1=�nC2

where the last isomorphism is induced by the left-adjoint of the intersection pairing on
Fg . The monoid homomorphism �n is called the nth Johnson homomorphism, and is
given by the formula

(8–4) �n.M;m/D

gX
iD1

˛i ˝m�1
C;�

�
.ˇCi /

�1
�ˇ�i

�
�ˇi ˝m�1

C;�

�
.˛Ci /

�1
�˛�i

�
where ˇ˙i WDm˙.ˇi/ and ˛˙i WDm˙.˛i/.

Review of Milnor invariants for string-links [14]. Consider the disk with l holes
Dl WD Œ�1; 1�2 nN.fr1; : : : ; rlg/, where r1; : : : ; rl are those points shown on Figure
8.2. Let $ denote �1.Dl ;�/, which is free with basis .x1; : : : ;xl/ if xi is the loop
winding around ri in the trigonometric direction.

Let .B;  / 2 Sl . The complement of  in B is a compact oriented 3–manifold S ,
and the framing of  together with the given identification bW @Œ�1; 1�3! @B define
a homeomorphism sW @.Dl � Œ�1; 1�/! S onto the boundary of S : In other words,
.B;  / can be regarded as a cobordism .S; s/ from Dl to Dl . Since B is a homology
cube, this cobordism has the property that s˙W Dl ! S is an isomorphism at the level
of homology and, so, at the level of each nilpotent quotient of the fundamental groups
[36]. Thus, one obtains a monoid anti-homomorphism

Sl �! Aut .$=$nC1/ ; .B;  /D .S; s/ 7�! sC;�
�1
ı s�;�:

This is called the nth Artin representation. Let Sl Œn� be its kernel, whose elements
are said to have Milnor filtration n. For instance, Sl D Sl Œ1� and S0

l
D Sl Œ2�. The

following fact is well-known, see [15, Lemma 16.3].

Claim 8.15 Let � belong to the free group F.x1; : : : ;xl/ and let i 2 f1; : : : ; lg. Then,
Œ�;xi � 2 FnC1 if, and only if, �x

p
i 2 Fn for some p 2 Z.
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Set x˙i WD s˙.xi/. Observe that, modulo $nC1 ,

x�1
i � s

�1
C;� ı s�;�.xi/D s�1

C;�

�
.xCi /

�1x�i

�
D s�1
C;�

�
l.i/

�1.x�i /
�1l.i/x

�
i

�
D s�1
C;�

�h
l.i/

�1; .x�i /
�1
i�

where l.i/ is the oriented longitude of i defined by the framing. One deduces from
Claim 8.15 that, provided it has zero framing, the string-link .B;  / belongs to Sl Œn�

if, and only if, each of its longitudes is trivial modulo �1.S;�/n ; one also deduces
that considering x�1

i � s
�1
C;� ı s�;�.xi/ modulo $nC2 is equivalent to considering only

s�1
C;�l.i/ modulo $nC1 . So, one is led to the monoid homomorphism

�nW Sl Œn� �!$=$2˝$n=$nC1

defined by the formula

(8–5) �n.B;  /D

lX
iD1

xi ˝ s�1
C;�.l.i//

and called the nth Milnor invariant.

Remark Usually, “Milnor invariants” refer to some integers that are defined as follows.
Consider the Magnus expansion �W $ ! ZŒŒX1; : : : ;Xl �� defined multiplicatively by
�.xi/D 1CXi , where the indeterminates Xi do not commute. It induces by truncation
a map

��nW $=$nC1 �! .degree � n part of ZŒŒX1; : : : ;Xl ��/:

Then, for all i; j1; : : : ; jn 2 f1; : : : ; lg, Milnor’s invariant �.j1; : : : ; jnI i/ is the co-
efficient of Xj1

� � �Xjn
in ��n

�
s�1
C;�.l.i//

�
. Thus, in the case when .B;  / 2 Sl Œn�,

we have

�n.B;  /D

lX
iD1

xi ˝

� X
j1;:::;jn

�.j1; : : : ; jnI i/ �Xj1
� � �Xjn

�
where $n=$nC1 is identified by � to a subgroup of the degree n part ofZŒŒX1; : : : ;Xl ��.

Claim 8.16 The Milnor–Johnson correspondence sends the Johnson filtration to the
Milnor filtration (up to a shift of levels), and the Johnson homomorphisms to the Milnor
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invariants. Precisely, we have

Cyl.Fg/Œn�

�n

��

MJ
'

// S2gŒnC 1�

�nC1

��
�1=�2˝�nC1=�nC2 '

// $1=$2˝$nC1=$nC2

where n � 1 and the bottom isomorphism is induced by the identification � ' $

which sends ˛i to x�1
2i�1

and ˇi to x2i .

Now that the definitions are well set, the proof of the claim is straightforward, and it is
enough to prove its second statement. Let .M;m/ be a homology cylinder of Johnson
filtration n, and let .B;  / be its image by MJ: We regard the latter as a cobordism
.S; s/ from D2g to D2g . We are asked to prove that

8i 2 f1; : : : ;gg;

�
m�1
C;�

�
.ˇCi /

�1ˇ�i
�
D�s�1

C;�.l.2i�1//

m�1
C;�

�
.˛Ci /

�1˛�i
�
D�s�1

C;�.l.2i//

in �nC1=�nC2 '$nC1=$nC2 (where � is identified to $ as in Claim 8.16). Since
incl� ımC;�W $ '�!�1.M;�/!�1.S;�/ and sC;�W $!�1.S;�/ are identical
at the $1=$2 level, they induce the same map at the $nC1=$nC2 level. So, we wish
to prove that

(8–6) 8i 2 f1; : : : ;gg;

�
.ˇ�i /

�1ˇCi D l.2i�1/ 2 �1.S;�/nC1=�1.S;�/nC2

.˛�i /
�1˛Ci D l.2i/ 2 �1.S;�/nC1=�1.S;�/nC2:

When gD 1, the picture to have in mind is Figure 8.4, where the � are base points for
fundamental groups and are identified along the bold lines. (One is allowed to do so
since those bold lines bound a disk.) When g > 1, one should have in mind g copies
of that pair of cubes displayed along the x axis and glued along their .y; z/–faces and
one should remember that the base points � are put on the rightmost pair of cubes.

On that picture, one observes that

l.2i�1/D
�
ci.ˇ

�
i /
�1c�1

i

�
ti

�
ciˇ
C
i c�1

i

�
where ti is a loop based on ? which turns around the right .y; z/–face of the i th
cube, and where ci is a loop based on ? which grasps the .g� i/ rightmost copies of
that strand of lowest y–coordinate on the above picture. Thus, we have tg D 1 and
ti D

�
x�

2i�1

��1 �
x�

2i

��1
tiC1xC

2i
xC

2i�1
. Using the fact that x�

k
D l.k/x

C

k
l.k/

�1 and
that l.k/2�1.S;�/nC1 commutes with everybody modulo �1.S;�/nC2 , one checks
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*

*

*

*

M

S

x

y

z

Figure 8.4: The Milnor-Johnson correspondence.

by decreasing induction on i that ti 2 �1.S;�/nC2 . Since .ˇ�i /
�1ˇCi 2 �1.S;�/nC1 ,

this proves the first part of (8–6).

On the same picture, one sees that

l.2i/D
�
ci.ˇ

�
i /
�1.˛�i /

�1ˇ�i c�1
i

� �
ci.ˇ

C
i /
�1˛Ci ˇ

C
i c�1

i

�
:

Since ˇ�i .ˇ
C
i /
�1 2 �1.S;�/nC1 and .˛�i /

�1˛Ci 2 �1.S;�/nC1 commute with every-
body modulo �1.S;�/nC2 , one obtains the second part of (8–6). This concludes the
proof of Theorem 8.14.

Let us now recall how the first non-vanishing Milnor invariant of a string-link, on the
one hand, and the first non-vanishing Johnson homomorphism of a homology cylinder,
on the other hand, can be encoded diagrammatically. For this, we need to fix some
notation.

For every set of variables ble� D f1�; : : : ; l�g and for every n� 1, define

Dn.ble
�/ WD Ker

�
.Q � ble�/˝Q Lien.ble

�/
Œ�;��
�! LienC1.ble

�/

�
where Lie.ble�/ is the free Lie Q–algebra generated by the set ble� and where
Lien.ble

�/ denotes the subspace of length n commutators. For every finite set C ,
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denote

At;c.C / WD

A.C /=.ideal spanned by Jacobi diagrams that are disconnected or looped/:

By writing Lie commutators as r –rooted binary trees whose leaves are colored with
ble� , we can regard Lien.ble

�/ as a subspace of At;c
n�1

.ble�[frg/, the i–degree .n�1/

part of At;c.ble�[frg/. Thus, one defines an isomorphism

(8–7) At;c
n�1

.ble�/
'
�!Dn.ble

�/

by sending a connected tree diagram T to .�1/n�1 �
P
v color.v/˝ .T rooted at v/,

where v ranges over the set of external vertices of T .

Diagrammatic formulation of Milnor invariants [14; 15]. Let .B;  / 2 Sl Œn�.
Because the .nC 1/st Artin representation of .B;  / sends

Ql
iD1 xi D @Dl to itself,

the bracket of

�n.B;  / 2

�
$

$2

˝
$n

$nC1

�
˝Q' .Q � ble�/˝Q Lien.ble

�/

vanishes. So, �n.B;  / can be regarded in At;c
n�1

.ble�/.

Diagrammatic formulation of Johnson homomorphisms [10]. Let .M;m/ 2

Cyl.Fg/Œn�. Because the automorphism m�1
C;�ım�;� of �=�nC2 sends

Qg
iD1

Œ˛i ; ˇi �D

@Fg to itself, the bracket of

�n.M;m/ 2

�
�

�2

˝
�nC1

�nC2

�
˝Q'

�
Q � .bgeC[bge�/

�
˝Q LienC1.bge

C
[bge�/

vanishes. So, �n.M;m/ can be regarded in At;c
n .bgeC[bge�/.

The next theorem recalls how Milnor invariants of string-links can be extracted from
their Kontsevich–LMO invariant.

Theorem 8.17 (Habegger–Masbaum [15; 13; 31]) Let .B;  / be a string-link in
a homology cube with connected components labelled 1�; : : : ; l� . If �nC1.B;  / 2

At;c
n .ble�/ is its first non-vanishing Milnor invariant, then the tree-reduction of the

Kontsevich–LMO invariant of .B;  /, namely

��1Z.B;  / mod .ideal spanned by looped Jacobi diagrams/ 2At .ble�/;

is equal to ¿C�nC1.B;  /C .deg> nC 1/.
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Here, the Kontsevich–LMO invariant Z.B;  / is as defined in Section 3.5, with the
assumption that wb. /Dwt . /. We can now prove the following analogue of Theorem
8.17 for homology cylinders.

Theorem 8.18 Let M 2 Cyl.Fg/. If �n.M / 2 At;c
n .bgeC [ bge�/ is its first non-

vanishing Johnson homomorphism, then the tree-reduction of the LMO invariant of M ,
namely

zZY .M / mod .ideal spanned by looped Jacobi diagrams/ 2AY;t .bgeC[bge�/;

is equal to ¿C �n.M /C .i–deg> n/.

The proof of Theorem 8.18 needs the following technical lemma.

Lemma 8.19 Let C be a finite set and let D be a Jacobi diagram based on "C . Let
D0 be the Jacobi diagram that, as a vertex-oriented uni-trivalent graph, is D but whose
external vertices are now colored by C in accordance with the way the corresponding
legs of D were attached to "C . Then, we have

��1.D/DD0C .i–filter> i–deg.D// 2A.C /:

Proof Let x.D/ be the non-negative integer
P

c2C max.0; j"c\Dj�1/. If x.D/D0,
then �.D0/DD . So, we can proceed by induction on x.D/. Using the STU relation,
we see that �.D0/ can be written as DC†iqi �Ei where qi 2Q and each Ei is a
Jacobi diagram on "C such that x.Ei/D x.D/� 1 and i–deg.Ei/D i–deg.D/C 1.
So,

��1.D/DD0�†iqi ��
�1.Ei/

DD0�†iqi �E
0
i C .i–filter> i–deg.Ei//:

Since i–deg.E0i/D i–deg.Ei/D i–deg.D/C 1, the conclusion follows.

Proof of Theorem 8.18 Let M be a homology cylinder over Fg and let D�1.M / be
the corresponding bottom-top q–tangle in a homology cube. Recall that, by definition,

(8–8) zZY .M /D

"
�

gX
iD1

i�

iC
#
t

�
��1Z.D�1.M // ıTg

�
:

Let now MJ.M / be the image of M by the Milnor–Johnson correspondence. Using
the functoriality and the tensor-preserving property of the Kontsevich–LMO invariant
of q–tangles in homology cubes, one easily defines from Figure 8.3 a linear map

‰W A
� bgeC bge��

�!A
�
"
b2ge�

�
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such that ‰.Z.D�1.N ///DZ.MJ.N // for all N 2 Cyl.Fg/. Of course, this map is
difficult to compute since its definition involves several occurrences of � and of the
associator ˆ. Nevertheless, one can prove the following two facts about ‰ .

Claim 8.20 For every Jacobi diagram D 2A
�
bgeC[bge�

�
, one has that

��1‰�.D/D

"
gX

iD1
.2i�1/�

.2i/�
#
t

�
D

�
i� 7! �.2i � 1/�

iC 7! .2i/�

�
C.i–filter> i–deg.D// :

Claim 8.21 The map ��1‰� sends a looped diagram to a linear combination of
looped diagrams.

Proof of Claim 8.20 It is enough to prove that, for all Jacobi diagram E based on

the 1–manifold
bgeC bge�

,

��1‰.E/D

"
gX

iD1
.2i�1/�

.2i/�
#
t

�
E0
�

i� 7! �.2i � 1/�

iC 7! .2i/�

�
C .i–deg> i–deg.E//

where E0 2A.bgeC[bge�/ is the diagram associated to E as described in Lemma
8.19. But, this follows from the facts that ˆ is equal to ### C.i–filter> 0/ and that
� is equal to 	C.i–filter> 1/.

Proof of Claim 8.21 It is enough to check that the maps �, ‰ and ��1 send a looped
Jacobi diagram to a linear combination of looped Jacobi diagrams. This is obvious
for ‰ and �. This is proved for ��1 by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma
8.19.

Let T be the first non-vanishing term in the tree-reduction of zZY .M / which comes,
say, in i –degree n:

zZY .M /D¿CT C .i–deg> n/C .looped diagrams/:

We deduce from (8–8) that ��1Z.D�1.M // is equal to "
gX

iD1
i�

iC
#
t .¿CT C .i–deg> n/C .looped diagrams//

!
ıT�1

g

D T�1
g C

"
gX

iD1
i�

iC
#
t

�
.T C .i–deg> n/C .looped diagrams// ?

�
T�1

g

�Y
�
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where T�1
g denotes the inverse of Tg in the algebra

�
tsA.g;g/; ı

�
, namely T�1

g D

��1Z.Idw/ if w is an arbitrary non-associative word of length g . Since T�1
g is

group-like by Lemma 3.17,
�
T�1

g

�Y
is equal to ¿C .i–deg> 0/. We obtain that

��1Z.D�1.M //D T�1
g C

"
gX

iD1
i�

iC
#
tT C .i–deg> n/C .looped diagrams/:

By applying ��1‰� to this identity and by using the above two claims, we get

��1Z.MJ.M //D ��1‰�
�
T�1

g

�
C

�
T

�
i� 7! �.2i � 1/�

iC 7! .2i/�

�
C.i–deg> n/C .looped diagrams/:

Since ��1‰�
�
T�1

g

�
D ��1‰Z.Idw/D ��1Z.trivial string-link/D¿, we conclude

thanks to Theorem 8.17 and Claim 8.16.

Since the Johnson filtration of the Torelli group has a trivial intersection, Theorem 8.18
has the following consequence.

Corollary 8.22 The LMO homomorphism of homology cylinders restricts to a group
homomorphism

zZY
W I.Fg/ �!

n
units of

�
AY .bgeC[bge�/; ?

�o
which is injective.

8.6 At the Casson invariant level

As an illustration of the previous material, let us recover this formula due to Morita
that measures in terms of the first Johnson homomorphism how the Casson invariant is
far from defining a representation of the Torelli group [32].

Each homology cube B has a Casson invariant �.B/, which is the Casson invariant
�. yB/ of the corresponding homology sphere yB .

Proposition 8.23 The reduction of zZ modulo .i–deg > 2/ is a functorial extension
of the Casson invariant to the category LCob .
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Proof According to Proposition 5.8, the LMO functor zZ reduced modulo .i–deg> 2/

factors through LCob :

LCobq
zZ //

����

tsA=.i–deg>2/

LCob

88q
q

q
q

q

So, it is enough to recall from [26] that, for every homology cube B 2 LCob.0; 0/, we
have

zZ.B/D�. yB/D¿C �.
yB/

2
� C .i–deg> 2/ 2A.¿/:

Any homology cylinder M over Fg can be “filled-in” to a homology cube:

M WD �˝g
ıM ı �˝g

where �˝g D C 0
g and �˝g D C

g
0

are the genus g handlebodies defined in Section 2.1.

Theorem 8.24 For all M;N 2 Cyl.Fg/, we have

�
�
M ıN

�
D �

�
M
�
C�

�
N
�
C 2 �

�
the –coordinate in �1.M / ? �1.N /

�
2 Z:

When M;N 2 I.Fg/, this is exactly Morita’s formula [32, Theorem 4.3].

Proof By functoriality of zZ , we have

zZ.M /D zZ.�˝g/ ı zZ.M / ı zZ.�˝g/:

We deduce from Lemma 5.3 that

zZ.M /D¿ ı zZ.M / ı¿D
�
zZY .M /= iC 7! 0; i� 7! 0

�
:

In particular, the –coordinates of zZ.M / and zZY .M / are the same, namely equal to

�.M /=2. Moreover, it follows from the identity zZY .M ıN /D zZY .M / ? zZY .N /

that
zZY

2 .M ıN /D zZY
2 .M /C zZY

2 .N /C zZY
1 .M / ? zZY

1 .N /;

where zZY
i denotes the i–degree i part of zZY . Since zZY

1
.M /D �1.M / and zZY

1
.N /D

�1.N /, the conclusion follows.
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